THE DESCENDANTS OF JOHN SWARTZ, SR. (1760?-1817)

OF SAUBISVILLE, SHENANDOAH COUNTY, VIRGINIA

By B. K. Swartz, Jr. (AADFB A)
ERRATA

p. 5 - Rebecca Ann Swartz (Miller) (AAa), b. Nov. 9, 1817.

p. 20 - Paul Hopewell Lindamood (AAaAb A D), inconsistency in dates.

p. 52 - Philip Kinsell Swartz, Jr. stationed at Sasebo, Japan.

p. 79 - Levi? (AAaE A), not Miller.

p. 106, para. 3, line 4 - deeded.

ADDENDA

p. 1 - Christina Swartz (Funkhouser) (Af) lines known, but information recovered late and not included here due to lack of time (see Funkhouser reference in bibliography, p. 101).


p. 18 - Josephine Swartz (ADF Bd) m. Henry Fuelle. Live at 10194 64th Ave., N. Largo, Fla. 33542. He is not indexed.

p. 51 - Cynthia Anne (AADOD Bd) not indexed.
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This is a preliminary genealogical compilation of the Swartz family of which I am a member. I felt it important that this information be distributed to avoid risk of loss. It will serve the function of crystallizing an extensive amount of Swartz data at a moment in time. A far more detailed genealogy with extensive biographical data is contemplated for eventual publication. Also, the full text of the Shenandoah County Court House records pertaining to the Swartz lineage has been transcribed, thanks to the efforts of Mr. Fred P. Painter, but is not included at this time.

An advantage of a preliminary work is that it can stimulate response and, subsequently, accumulation of additional data. Please let me know of any incorrect, new, or missing information. Besides the items recorded I would also like to have degrees and occupations. Photographs, particularly of early ancestors, biographies and vitae would also be greatly appreciated. Send information to my home address, R. R. 9, Box 10A, Muncie, Indiana 47302, or to Department of Anthropology, Ball State University, Muncie, Indiana 47306.

A modified version of the Lincoln designation system is employed in this genealogy. Males are indicated by capital letters, and females by lower case letters. All persons in the genealogy with known full names are indexed twice, by given name and surname. Surnames identical to given names, e.g. Frederick, are listed as a unit after given names, rather than being intermingled alphabetically. Numbers preceding surnames in the index specify unrelated families, or families, though probably related, e.g. Omdorf, whose genealogical tie is not known to the compiler. A question mark means that the preceding is questionable. If the question mark is enclosed in parentheses, the preceding item is questionable. The abbreviation wp stands for will proved. Other abbreviations are self-explanatory.

Caution: Multilith reproduction will rapidly fade if exposed to bright light. Shelving or housing of this manuscript where it would be exposed daily to sunlight is not recommended.

There are too many individuals who have assisted me to acknowledge separately. I wish to thank you all.

B. K. Swartz, Jr. (AADPB A)
July 5, 1970
INTRODUCTION

The first "Swartz" was Burkhard, or Puerhard, who appears in a document dated 1149 as a citizen of Zürich, Switzerland. This document is in Latin and he is referred to as Burkhard Niger, but in 1153 his name appears as Puerhard Swara on a German document. In 1251 a Rudolph der Swartz is recorded. TOBLER-MEYER, WILHELM, Deutsche Familiennamen nach ihrer Entstehung und bedeutung... mit besonderer Rücksichtnahme auf Zürich und die Ostschweiz. 1894. Zürich.

"Swartz (Schwartz), Mennonite family found in North America. They descend from the Swiss Schwartz family. Felix Schwartz, of Regensdorf, canton of Zürich, was an anabaptist in 1527 and Adelheyt Schwartz in 1530. Mennonites by this name were found in the 17th century in the Emmental, Switzerland, and in the early 18th century in Alsace (q.v.)." WENGER, JOHN C., The Mennonite Encyclopedia, 1955, Mennonite Publishing House, Scottsdale, Pa., Vol. 4, p. 666.

"Meanwhile more and more Anabaptists were coming to Alsace from Switzerland, especially from Berne, particularly from 1671 to 1711. There must have been hundreds of them." Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 70.

"In America most Swartz families are descendants of Abraham Schwartz (Swartz), bishop of the Deep Run Mennonite (MC) congregation in Bucks County, Pa., ordained preacher in 1738 and bishop in 1756. Swartz arrived at Philadelphia on the Friendship on Oct. 16, 1727. In 1778 he and Bishop Andrew Ziegler of Skippack deposed Bishop Christian Funk for his favorable attitude toward the American Colonies who were in rebellion against England. Early in the 19th century his grandson Christian Swartz moved to Waterloo County, Ont., and became the head of a large family there. Other descendants of the Deep Run pioneer found their way to Virginia and Ohio and points farther west." Ibid., Vol. 4, p. 666.


Abraham Schwartz is inscribed on two gravestones at the Deep Run Mennonite Church Cemetery, Bucks County, Pa. Gravestone S-3-12 is gray and the larger. On this marker a year of birth of 1701 and a date of death of May 2, 1785 appear. The adjacent gravestone, S-3-13, is red and smaller. On it a date of death of September 26, 1782 appears. Marker designations are after the records of Walter Rush, Plumsteadville, Pa.
In Deed Book 21, pp. 426-30, Shenandoah County Court House records, Doylestown, Pa., Deep Run property purchased by Abraham Swartz, Sr., on November 20, 1739, is sold to Abraham Swartz, Jr., on November 5, 1783.

"Mr. Joseph Swartz of Saumsville, the grandson of John, says he has heard from his father the name of the father of John Swartz, but does not remember it. He thinks that it was Abraham." Written notes, probably recorded by William P. Swartz ca. 1896-1900. Joseph Swartz, Jr., died in 1907.

"Four brothers, named Peter, Philip, John, and _____ migrated from Alsace-Lorraine to Germantown, Pa. Peter was our direct ancestor. He was a clockmaker by profession and was known as 'Peter the Clockmaker.' He migrated to Shenandoah Valley with the 1732 Hite expedition and may have had a son, also named Peter. A clock made by him was kept in the family for many years. This is the most formalized and explicit account of a widely known legend told in the writer's branch of the family. It was relayed by Mrs. Rebecca Miller (Henkle) Funkhouser, wife of Isaiah Funkhouser, to grandnephew of Regina (Funkhouser) Swartz, to Herman F. Swartz, Sr., in 1932.

A Peter Black is recorded as a resident of Shenandoah County, Va., in the state enumeration for 1783, heads of Families of the First Census of the United States Taken in the Year 1790, Records of the State Enumerations: 1792 to 1793, Virginia (2nd ed.), 1952, Southern Book Co., Baltimore, p. 63, and on the 1785 enumeration list of Samuel Porter of residents in sections from the North Mountain of Massanutten, including Tan's Brook and the adjacent portion of the river, Ibid., p. 106.

A "Peter Swartz, watch and clock maker" is mentioned in Deed Book L, p. 210, Shenandoah County Court House records, Woodstock, Va. This individual is also mentioned in Deed Book L, 155, 210; 375-7, 413-5, 446-7, Deed Book M, pp. 24-8, 339, Deed Book E, pp. 374-8, 395-6, and in the marriage records. From these sources it can be learned that he married Hannah Fannywit on April 15, 1798, owned property in the northwest of Woodstock in late life, and died between June 6, 1799 and March 20, 1800, probably just prior to the latter date.

An old grandfather's "Swartz clock" is in the possession of Miss Elizabeth K. Miller, 144 So. Muhlenburg St., Woodstock, Va. (see Appendix E).

Bond for Abraham Swartz, dated April 23, 1773, is mentioned as a paper in the possession of Peter Swartz, Hill Book E, pp. 395-400, Shenandoah County Court House records, Woodstock, Va.
"From the most reliable accounts now available, it is found that the first Mennonite families who settled within the present limits of the State of Virginia, came principally from Pennsylvania in the year 1754. Most of these pioneer families came from Lancaster and Franklin counties in that state and located in what are now Shenandoah and Page counties. The family names of these settlers were that of Allebaugh, Blosser, Branneman, Fauber, Funk, Graybill, Kauffman, Stauffer, Schenk, Swartz, Rhodes, and Wenger." HEATWOLE, L. J., The Virginia Conference, pp. 193-224. In Mennonite Church History, by J. S. Hartzler and Daniel Kauffman, 1905, Mennonite Book and Tract Society, Scottsdale, Pa., p. 198.

"I...am now giving you result of my investigation in the Driver-Swartz-Geil relationship here in Rockingham County, Va. From the fact that the Funks, Swartzes as well as the Treibers (Drivers) originally came from Bucks Co., Pa. it proves that they were all close connections." HEATWOLE, L. J., letter dated Oct. 23, 1912, on file at Menno Simons Historical Library/Archives, Eastern Mennonite College, Harrisonburg, Va.

"At a later period, families of other names joined these two colonies of 1754, one of which became established along the North Fork, and the other on the South Fork of the Shenandoah river—the first being not far from what is now the town of Woodstock in Shenandoah county and the second near Luray in Page county." HEATWOLE, 1905, op. cit., p. 198.

"During the first fifty years that these Mennonite colonies resided in the state, it appears that no records were kept of titles to their lands, of their families, or of their church. Lord Fairfax, one of the largest landowners in the state, having about this time established his claim to the Northern Neck, the boundaries of which on the south crossed the Shenandoah Valley at or near the line which now divides the county of Shenandoah from Rockingham—our pioneer Mennonites suddenly found themselves occupying the unwelcome and uncertain position of squatters upon an English lord's estate, and at once had to face the issues of choosing between paying an annual rental for the use of the lands they occupied or abandoning them altogether," Ibid., p. 200. Herman F. Swartz, Sr. recalls a suit the family had with Lord Fairfax.

"...After the general exodus of members that took place from Shenandoah to Rockingham a number of families still remained behind, apparently preferring to take all risks than to abandon their homes. The sequel follows that being without ministers or permanent organization, the older ones all died, the younger ones forsok the faith of their fathers and united with other denominations, until at the present time, we have the sad spectacle of numbers of people living in the county who themselves know but little, if anything of the doctrine and usages of the church today." Ibid., p. 220.
"According to tradition, Lutheran activities began in the neighborhood of Mt. Olive about 1806, when Borden's school house was erected by local co-operation near Saumsville [John Swartz, Sr.'s home]. Here Rev. J. Nicholas Schmucker soon began to preach for the community. Later Hottle's school house, with dwelling attached for the teacher and his family, was built near Mt. Olive. Mr. Schmucker preached there also. This house was used jointly by the Lutherans and the Reformed. In 1824, on the site of Hottle's school house, was erected Friedens Church. It was located about a mile south of Mt. Olive, and was held jointly by the Reformed and the Lutherans. Mr. Schmucker continued to be the Lutheran pastor for the community until about 1850." WAILAND, JOHN W., A History of Shenandoah County, Virginia, 1927, Shenandoah Publishing House, Strasburg, Va., pp. 418-9.

Philip Swartz and Regina Funkhouser were married on May 17, 1816, by Nicholas Schmucker, "near Friedens Church (S.E. 1/4 miles), Shenandoah Co., Va." SWARTZ, WILLIAM P., A Continuous Family Genealogy, 1896, p. 31.

"My father and mother were members of the Lutheran church, which was also the church of their ancestors so far as I can learn, as it was the faith of about all the connections and relatives in the Valley bearing my father's family name." SWARTZ, JOEL, A Short History of a Long Life, 1904, p. 38.

The only record that John Swartz, Sr. was born in 1760 is a letter from George O. Swartz to Rev. P. Allen Swartz, dated December 16, 1940. He bought property near Saumsville in 1784 (see Appendix D). His will was proved on August 11, 1817, Shenandoah County Court House Records, Woodstock, Va., Will Book K, pp. 278-30.
GENEALOGY

First Generation

A. JOHN SWARTZ, SR.
Possibly son of Peter "the watch and clock maker" Swartz, b. 1760? at Woodstock, Va. (?), m. Aug. 11, 1817, d. at Saumsville, Va. (?), m. 1786-7 in Shenandoah Co., Va. Susannah Lehman, wp. Nov. 15, 1848.

Children of John, Sr. and Susannah Lehman Swartz, ordered as listed in John, Sr.'s will:
c. *Hannah (Grabill, Wilkins), wp. Nov. 10, 1866.
G. *John, Jr., b. 1802, d. after 1875.
H. Christian, b. 1804?, d. soon after 1816.

Second Generation

AA. PHILIP SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A).

Children of Philip and Regina Funkhouser Swartz:

AB. GEORGE SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A).
Children of George and Sarah Warner Swartz:
a. *Barbara (Smoots), b. Dec. 20, 1824.
b. Leah, b. 1827 in Shenandoah Co., Va.
e. *Samuel.

AC. HANNAH SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A).

Children of Henry and Hannah Swartz Wilkins:
A. William.

AD. JOSHUA SWARTZ, SR.
John, Sr. (A).

Children of Joseph, Sr. and Sarah Mayfish Swartz:
A. John, b. 1828 at Saumsville, Va.
c. (Wisman), b. at Saumsville, Va.
d. *Susannah (Huffman), b. Sept. 18, 1831.
F. *Joseph, Jr., b. 1840, d. 1907.

AG. JOHN SWARTZ, JR.
John, Sr. (A).
Son of John, Sr. and Susannah Lehman Swartz, b. 1802 at Saumsville, Va., d. after 1875, m. April 2, 1836 in Shenandoah Co., Va. Sarah Snarr, b. 1817 near Tom's Brook, Va., wp. 1869 in Shenandoah Co., Va.
Children of John, Jr. and Sarah Snarr Swartz:
A. Simeriah, b. July 21 or 24, 1836, Shenandoah Co., Va.
B. Susanah, b. March 29, 1839 in Shenandoah Co., Va., m. John Ready.
C. Benjamin Franklin, b. June 29, 1841 in Shenandoah Co., Va., moved to Springfield, Ohio.
D. Mary Ann, b. 1843 in Shenandoah Co., Va., unmarried, moved to Springfield, Ohio.
E. George, b. Dec. 14, 1845 in Shenandoah Co., Va., moved west.
F. Moses, b. 1847 or 8, moved west.
G. *Lydia Margaret (Bly), b. March 4, 1850, d. April 8, 1903.
H. Amanda, b. 1853 in Shenandoah Co., Va., still living 1878.
I. Eliza Ann (Corbin), b. 1855 in Shenandoah Co., Va., still living 1878.

Third Generation

AAA. REBECCA ANN SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA).

Children of Jacob and Rebecca Ann Swartz Miller:
b. *Elizabeth (Lindamood), b. March 9, 1846, d. Feb. 9, 1907.
g. John, b. at Cottontown, Va., moved to Kansas.

AAB. WILLIAM SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA).
Children of William and Amanda Melvina Huffman Swartz:
l. M. Alberta, b. May 19, 1872 on Caesar Creek, Shenandoah Co., Va.

AAD. JOEL SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA).

Children of Joel and Adelia Rosecrans Swartz:
f. *Herman Frank, Sr., b. May 12, 1871.

AADe. REGINA SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA).
Daughter of Henry No and Regina Swartz Copenhaver:

ABC. BARBARA SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), George (AB).
Daughter of George and Sarah Warner Swartz, b. Dec. 20, 1824 at Saumsville, Va., m. Samuel Smoots.

Daughter of Samuel and Barbara Swartz Smoots:
a. Lydia Catherine, b. 1858.

ABC. NOAH SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), George (AB).

Children of Noah and Elsa Copp Swartz:
c. Henrietta (Colby).
d. Charles Luther, b. Aug. 7, 1863, d. March 1, 1926.

ABC. WILLIAM SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), George (AB).

Children of William and Harriet Baker Swartz:
e. George Colfax, b. Nov. 27, 1867, d. April 22, 1947.
ABE. SAMUEL SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), George (AB).
Son of George and Sarah Warner Swartz, b. at Saumsville, Va., m. Bowman, moved to Mansfield?, Ohio.

Daughters of Samuel and .... Bowman Swartz:
  a. m. Ed Benner.
  b. (Martin).

ACB. HANNAH WILKINS
John, Sr. (A), Hannah (Wilkins) (Ac).

Daughters of William and Hannah Wilkins Kibler:
  b. Marietta, m. Alonzo Lantz.
  c. Sevilla, m. Stewart Furr.

ACD. SUSAN WILKINS
John, Sr. (A), Hannah (Wilkins) (Ac).

Son of Michael William and Susan Wilkins Swisher:

ADD. SUSANNAH SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Joseph, Sr. (AD).
Daughter of Joseph, Sr. and Sarah Mayfis Swartz, b. Sept. 18, 1831 at Saumsville, Va., m. Lt. William Huffman (brother of Amanda, see AAB), b. near Hawkinson, Va.

Daughters of William and Susannah Swartz Huffman:
  a. Sarah (Conner).
  b. Willie (Fant), one boy, three girls.
ADF. JOSEPH SWARTZ, JR.
John, Sr. (A), Joseph, Sr. (AD).
Son of Joseph, Sr. and Sarah Mayfis Swartz, b. 1840 at Saumsville, Va.,
d. 1907 at Saumsville, Va., m. Nov. 25, 1858 in Shenandoah Co., Va.
Susan Ellen Beydler.

Children of Joseph, Jr. and Susan Ellen Beydler Swartz:

AGg. LYDIA MAGGARIE SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), John, Jr. (AG).
Daughter of John, Jr. and Sarah Snarr Swartz, b. March 4, 1850 near
Maurertown, Va., d. April 8, 1903 at Fisher's Hill, Va., m. Dec. 24,

Children of Philip Peter and Lydia Margaret Swartz Bly:
b. *Margaret (Hockenberry), b. April 27, 1873, d. Aug. 29, 1944.
e. Hattie, b. Dec. 10, 1880 at Fisher's Hill, Va., d. Nov. 20, 1883
   at Fisher's Hill, Va.
g. Bessie, b. May 10, 1888 at Fisher's Hill, Va., d. Sept. 2, 1892 at
   Fisher's Hill, Va.
h. *Viola (Fleming), b. Nov. 7, 1890, d. July 2, 1944.

Fourth Generation

AAab. ELIZABETH MILLER
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Rebecca Ann (Miller) (AAa).
Daughter of Jacob and Rebecca Ann Swartz Miller, b. March 9, 1846 at
Cottontown, Va., d. Feb. 9, 1907 in Shenandoah Co., Va., m. March 3,
1861 in Shenandoah Co., Va. Israel Lindamood, b. July 12, 1845, d.
April 30, 1929 in Shenandoah Co., Va.

Children of Israel and Elizabeth Miller Lindamood:
   in Shenandoah Co., Va.
   in Shenandoah Co., Va.
d. Julia Myrtil, b. Jan. 11, 1888 at Cottontown, Va., d. April 29,
   1967 at Woodstock, Va.
AAae. REBECCA ANN MILLER
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Rebecca Ann (Miller) (AAa).

Children of Joseph L. and Rebecca Ann Miller Snarr:
A. Earl.
b. Renna?

AAae. LEVI FUNKHOUSER MILLER
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Rebecca Ann (Miller) (AAa).

Daughter of Levi Funkhouser and Annie R. Miller:

AAae. MARTIN LUTHER SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB).

Children of Martin Luther and Mary Alice Conner Swartz:
A. Murphy Cleveland, b. May 12, 1884 at Zepp, Va., d. Sept. 7, 1890 at Zepp, Va.
d. *Nora Bell (Orndorff), b. May 23, 1889.
e. *Lena Mae (Orndorff), b. May 31, 1891.
g. *Luther Edward, b. June 13, 1895.
m. *Alma (Honeycutt), b. May 4, 1910.
CHARLES EDWARD SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB).

Daughters of Charles Edward and Dora Scarborough Swartz:
b. Clara Melvina (Erskine), b. April 26, 1904.

Children of Charles Edward and Clara Ruth Marsh Swartz:
a. Laura (Kill, Cibula), b. Sept. 16, 1913.

SOLON HUFFMAN SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB).

Daughters of Solon Huffman and Nannie Margaret Henderson Swartz:
d. Grace (Myers), b. March 3, 1908.
e. Mabel Edith, b. Dec., 1910 (?) near Independence, Kan., d. "in a week or so."

CALVIN I. SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB).
Daughters of Calvin I. and Ida Virginia Bream Swartz:


b. Kathleen, b. March 5, 1902 at Waynesboro, Pa. Address 36 So. Church St., Waynesboro, Pa.

c. Louise (Banta), b. July 1, 1904.


AAA. FRANKLIN MARION SWARTZ

John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAA).


Children of Franklin Marion and Laura Warner Swartz:


AAAD. SARAH REGINA SWARTZ

John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD).


Children of Howard Ovid and Sarah Regina Swartz Hildebrand:


AAAE. WILLIAM PALEY SWARTZ

John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD).


Sons of William Paley and Florence Allen Reed Swartz:


ADDD. CHARLES KEPHART SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD).

Sons of Charles Kephart and Elizabeth Arlena Howard Swartz:
A. *Joel Howard, b. Nov. 10, 1393.
C. *Frank McKim, Sr., b. May 19, 1399.
D. *Howard Currier, b. Feb. 24, 1907.

ADDF. HERMAN FRANK SWARTZ, SR.
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD).

Children of Herman Frank, Sr. and Omega Kinsell Swartz:
B. *Benjamin Kinsell, Sr., b. Sept. 23, 1903.

ADDG. GEORGE OTTO SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD).

Daughter of George Otto and Susan Grace Hunter Swartz:
a. *Thelma Irene (Fontaine, Won), b. March 13, 1901.

AAda. ANNA COPENHAVER
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Regina (Copenhaver) (AAe).
Children of Samuel Clayton and Anna Copenhaver Keister:

ABCB. CASPER CINER SWARTZ
  Son of Noah and Elsa Copp Swartz, b. June 6, 1860 at Saumsville, Va.,
  d. Nov. 22, 1926 at Saumsville, Va., m. Mary Catherine Feller, b. at
  Fairview, Va.

Children of Casper Ciner and Mary Catherine Feller Swartz:
  B. Frank, b. April 29, 1897.
  c. Irene (Hockman), b. July 1, 1898.

ABCC. HENRIETTA SWARTZ
  Daughter of Noah and Elsa Copp Swartz, b. in Shenandoah Co., Va., m.
  Colby.

Daughters of Henrietta Swartz Colby:
  a. Addie (Borden).
  b. Pearl (Dysart), b. Sept. 10, 1899.

ABCD. CHARLES LUTHER SWARTZ
  Son of Noah and Elsa Copp Swartz, b. Aug. 7, 1863 in Shenandoah Co.,
  Va., d. March 1, 1926, m. Mattie Susan . . . ., b. Nov. 22, 1869, d.
  March 22, 1918.

Children of Charles Luther and Mattie Susan Swartz:
  a. Harry Alford, b. 1895, d. 1905.
  b. Elsie, m. Guy Neal, three children.
  c. Vesta (unmarried).

ABDE. GEORGE COLFAX SWARTZ
  Son of William and Harriet Baker Swartz, b. Nov. 27, 1867 in Shenandoah
  1945.

Children of George Colfax and Ida Holmes Swartz:
  a. Mabel Florence, b. May 7, 1895.
  B. Guy Ernest, b. Sept. 21, 1899, d. March 13, 1957, m. March 5, 1922
  Claudia May Jackson (see Acbae).
ABDh. AGBELLA BAKER SWARTZ
John Sr. (A), George (AB), William (ABD).

Daughter of George and Agrbelia Baker Swartz Hockman:

ACba. VIOLA ALICE KIBLER
John, Sr. (A), Hannah (Wilkins) (Ac), Hannah (Kibler) (Acb).

Children of Luther and Violet Alice Kibler Jackson:
e. Claudia May, b. Aug. 31, 1902 in Shenandoah Co., Va., m. March 5, 1922 Guy Ernest Swartz (see ABDh).

ACca. JOHN WESLEY SWISHER
John, Sr. (A), Hannah (Wilkins) (Ac), Susan (Swisher) (Acc).
Son of Michael William and Susan Wilkins Swisher, b. Feb. 17, 1876 in Ohio, d. Oct., 1941 in Ohio, m. at Newark, Ohio Sarah Ina Kuppinger, b. March 27, 1880, d. Aug. 7, 1940 at Newark, Ohio.

Children of John Wesley and Sarah Ina Kuppinger Swisher:
A. Jesse Kuppinger, b. Sept. 18, 1897 at Newark, Ohio, m. Nina B., b. 1903, d. 1961.
b. ^Ruth Keam (Walker), b. March 3, 1900.
c. Altha Marian (Swartz) (see ADFBB).
D. ^Wesley John, b. April 12, 1904.
f. ^Dorothy Virginia (Anderson), b. May 24, 1907.
g. ^Martha Sarah (Bondy, Greer), b. Jan. 27, 1911.
H. ^Benjamin Francis, b. Nov. 25, 1913.
I. ^Robert Elden, Sr., b. June 12, 1917.
ADda. SARAH HUFFMAN

John, Sr. (A), Joseph, Sr. (AD), Susannah (Huffman) (ADd).

Daughter of William and Susannah Swartz Huffman, m. from Cedar Creek, Va., Bennett Conner.

Children of Bennett and Sarah Huffman Conner:
A. David.
B. Nora Maggie (Tuutay).
C. Amanda Elizabeth (Myers).
D. Tellulah Gertrude, m. John Goodman.
E. Bertha Susan, m. Walter Ross.
F. Anna Mabel (Harris).
G. Laura Grace, m. Harry Purvis.
H. Samuel Floyd, b. at McVeytown, Pa.
I. Wilson Bennett, Sr.

ADFa. SARAH FRANCES SWARTZ

John, Sr. (A), Joseph, Sr. (AD), Joseph, Jr. (ADF).


Son of John William and Sarah Frances Swartz Lohr:
A. Luton, b. May 13, 1878, d. Feb. 29, 1940.

ADFB. LUTHER ASHBY SWARTZ

John, Sr. (A), Joseph, Sr. (AD), Joseph, Jr. (ADF).


Children of Luther Ashby and Anna Elizabeth Strickler Swartz:
A. Lether May, b. 1895 at Saumsville, Va., d. 1897 at Saumsville, Va.
B. Harlon, b. Aug. 18, 1898.
C. Charles Harry, d.
D. Josephine (Fuelle), lives in Florida.

ADgA. JOHN WILLIAM BLY

John, Sr. (A), John, Jr. (AG), Lydia Margaret (Bly) (AGg).

Son of Philip Peter and Lydia Margaret Swartz Bly, b. Jan. 11, 1871 in Shenandoah Co., Va., d. March 26, 1924 at Fairview, Va. (?), m. Amanda Catherine Swartz.
Children of John William and Amanda Catherine Swartz Bly:

AGgb. MARGARET BLY
John, Sr. (A), John, Jr. (AG), Lydia Margaret (Bly) (AGg). Daughter of Philip Peter and Lydia Margaret Swartz Bly, b. April 27, 1873 at Fisher's Hill, d. Aug. 27, 1944, m. from Strasburg, Va. Frank Hockenberry.

Children of Frank and Margaret Bly Hockenberry:
A. *Harry Howard, b. Aug. 13, 1892.
B. *John Coulter, b. Nov. 6, 1893.
f. *Nellie Viola (Paul), b. April 5, 1903.

AGgC. HARRY HOWARD BLY
John, Sr. (A), John, Jr. (AG), Lydia Margaret (Bly) (AGg). Son of Philip Peter and Lydia Margaret Swartz Bly, b. Sept. 11, 1875 at Fisher's Hill, d. Nov. 5, 1935 at Strasburg, Va. (?), m. Lydia Fauver.

Children of Harry Howard and Lydia Fauver Bly:
d. Carlos Adam, b. March 6, 1902 at Strasburg, Va. (?) d. April 13, 1902 at Strasburg, Va. (?)
e. *Core Maude (Modena), b. Oct. 24, 1904.

AGgD. PETER BLY
John, Sr. (A), John, Jr. (AG), Lydia Margaret (Bly) (AGg). Son of Philip Peter and Lydia Margaret Swartz Bly, b. March 4, 1879 at Fisher's Hill, Va., d. Jan. 5, 1952 at Fisher's Hill, Va., m. Lucy Calvin.

Children of Peter and Lucy Calvin Bly:
A. Douglas Calvin, b. 1705, d. Nov. 17, 1741 at Tom's Brook, Va.
b. Leona Marie, m. Charles Greene, children. Live at Greensboro, N. C.
AGgf. LUTHER LEE BLY
John, Sr. (A), John, Jr. (AG), Lydia Margaret (Bly) (AGg).

Children of Luther Lee and Bessie Fahnestock Bly:
B. Anna Mae, m. Daniel Bly Miller, four children. Live at Strasburg, Va.

AGgh. VIOLA BLY
John, Sr. (A), John, Jr. (AG), Lydia Margaret (Bly) (AGg).

Sons of Irl and Viola Bly Fleming:

AGgi. MAY ELEANORA BLY
John, Sr. (A), John, Jr. (AG), Lydia Margaret (Bly) (AGg).

Daughter of Paul and Mary Eleanor Bly Lantz:

Fifth Generation

AAabA. JACOB FRANKLIN LINDAMOOD
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Rebecca Ann (Miller) (AAA), Elizabeth (Lindamood) (AAab).

Children of Jacob Franklin and Mary Elizabeth Singhass Lindamood:
a. Elizabeth Kathleen, b. July 24, 1910, m. Lee Fingley.
AAabE.  HARRY MILLER LINDAMOOD
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Rebecca Ann (Miller) (AAb), Elizabeth (Lindamood) (AAab).

Son of Harry Miller and Evangeline Gertrude Heishman Lindamood:
A. Harry Daniel, b. March 14, 1929.

AAaaE.  B. KATIE MILLER
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Rebecca Ann (Miller) (AAA), Levi Funkhouser (AAa).

Son of B. Katie Miller:
A. Levi?

AABFd.  NORA BELL SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF).

Children of Luther S. and Nora Bell Swartz Orndorff:
A. Gerald Luther, b. Oct. 12, 1910.
C. Karl Linnas, b. May 6, 1917.
E. Sara Elizabeth, b. June 8, 1923 at Gauldens Station, Pa., m. Dec. 31, 1945 Vinton G. McCallan, III, b. March 27, 1917 at Centre Hall, Pa., d. April, 1968. Address 208 Monroe Ave., Riveredge, N. J.

AABFe.  LENA MAE SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF).
Children of Hugh Calvin and Lena Mae Swartz Orndorff:


c. Lewis Swartz, b. Feb. 1, 1918.


e. James Hugh, b. July 25, 1925.


Children of Luther Edward and Winnie Davis Orndorff Swartz:

a. Louise Elizabeth (Mooney), b. June 5, 1917.


c. Isabel Mildred (Bergen), b. Aug. 1, 1923.


e. Margaret Ann (Thompson, Young), b. Aug. 10, 1937.

f. Constance Marie (Ruble), b. July 11, 1940.

Children of Alonza Nashville and Elizabeth Ruth Swartz Whittington:
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AABF. MARTHA ALBERTA SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF).

Children of Paul J. and Martha Alberta Swartz Williams:
a. Martha Jean (Bernal), b. Nov. 4, 1923.
e. Patricia Ann (Minor), b. Oct. 15, 1931.
h. Ted, b. Sept. 29, 1941.

AABF. ALMA SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF).
Daughter of Martin Luther and Mary Alice Conner Swartz, b. May 4, 1910 at Zepp, Va., m. March 1941 at Birmingham, Ala. Alfred Jackson Honeycutt, Jr.

Children of Alfred Jackson, Jr. and Alma Swartz Honeycutt:
a. Alfred Jackson, III, b. April 19, 1944.

AABF. ALBERTA ELIZABETH SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Charles Edward (AABI).
Address: 109 Castner Ave., Donora, Pa.

Children of Robert and Alberta Elizabeth Swartz Weightman:

AABF. CLARA MELVINA SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Charles Edward (AABI).
Address: R. D. 1, Elizabeth, Pa.
Daughters of William P. and Clara Helvina Swartz Ervains:


AABk. LAURA SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Charles Edward (AABk).
Address 1170 E. Court St., Apt. 2C, Kankakee, Ill. 60901.

Daughter of Carl W. and Laura Swartz Hill:


AABk. SUSAN SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Solon Huffman (AABk).
Address 131 W. Spruce St., Independence, Kan.

Children of Milvaed and Susan Swartz Mishler:


B. Claude T., b. Aug. 16, 1923 at Elk City, Kan., d.


AABk. HENRi SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Phillip (AA), William (AAB), Solon Huffman (AABk).
Address 609 No. 11th St., Independence, Kan.

Children of Donald and Helen Swartz Newmaster:


AABJd. GRACE SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Solon Huffman (AABJ).
d. Address 137 Taunton, Kansas City, Kan.

Daughters of Charles Clyde and Grace Swartz Myers (two have children):
c. Betty Sue, b. Sept. 8, 1940 at Kansas City, Kan.

AABKc. LOUISE SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Calvin I. (AABK).
Daughter of Calvin I. and Ida Virginia Bream Swartz, b. July 1, 1904 at Waynesboro, Pa., m. July 1, 1933 at Tarrytown, N. Y. Jared Ferguson, Sr., b. Feb. 11, 1893. Address 326 Ridgewood Ave., N. J.

Son of Jared Ferguson, Sr. and Louise Swartz Banta:

AABJd. HELEN BREAM SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Calvin I. (AABK).

Children of John Marshall, Sr. and Helen Bream Swartz McDowell:
AABM. HAROLD F. SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Franklin Marion (AABM).
Son of Franklin Marion and Laura Varner Swartz, b. Sept. 30, 1903 at
Luray, Va., m. Aug. 9, 1941 at Buckingham, Va. Louise Lightfoot Moriss,
b. Feb. 22, 1914 at Buckingham, Va. Address F. O. Box 121, Buckingham,
Va. 23921.

Children of Harold F. and Louise Lightfoot Moriss Swartz:
b. Louise, b. Oct. 6, 1943 at Charlottesville, Va.

AABMd. MARGARET SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Franklin Marion (AABM).
Daughter of Franklin Marion and Laura Varner Swartz, b. July 15, 1906
at Luray, Va., m. Jan., 1925 at Washington, D. C. Roy Britton, b. 1903,
div. 1929, 2nd. Sept. 21, 1934 at Elkton, Md. Emory Stewart Gray,
Sr., b. Aug. 13, 1911 at Palmyra, Va. Address Route 1, Box 120A,
Manasses, Va. 22110.

Son of Roy and Ruth Swartz Britton:
A. Robert, b. May 25, 1926.

Children of Emory Stewart, Sr. and Ruth Swartz Gray:
b. Laura Elizabeth (Crausham), b. Feb. 7, 1941.
c. Emory Stewart, Jr., b. May 17, 1943 at Vienna, Va.

AABMe. EDITH SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Franklin Marion (AABM).
Daughter of Franklin Marion and Laura Varner Swartz, b. July 21, 1909
at Brentsville, Va., m. April 27, 1930 at Nokesville, Va. Ralph Beahm,
b. Jan. 31, 1907 at Nokesville, Va. Address 2726 Chain Bridge Rd.,
Vienna, Va. 22180.

Children of Ralph and Edith Swartz Beahm:
a. Doris Louise, b. Sept. 14, 1931 at Washington, D. C., m. Oct. 27,
1951 at Oakton, Va. William John True, Jr., b. Dec. 21, 1922 at
Pall Church, Va.
b. James, b. July 20, 1935 at Washington, D. C.
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Sarah Regina (Hildebrand) (AADa).


Children of Joel Henry and Emily Josephine Alexander Hildebrand:
- *Louise (Klein), b. Jan. 12, 1912.
- *Roger Henry, b. May 1, 1922.

John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Sarah Regina (Hildebrand) (AADa).


Children of William Alfred, Sr. and Margaret Hildebrand Sawyer:
- *Margaret Phyllis (Swarts), b. Jan. 14, 1912 (see AADFD).

John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Sarah Regina (Hildebrand) (AADa).


Children of Homer Howard and Suzanne Coupel Hildebrand:
- *Suzanne Marguerite, b. April 22, 1920 at Boston, Mass.
- *Jeanine (Bonacci), b. July 16, 1925.
- *Anne-Marie (Koons), b. June 30, 1933.
AADCA. PHILLIP ALLEN SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), William Paley (AADC).

Children of Philip Allen and Lillian Belle Gleason Swartz:
C. *Guthrie Reed, b. Feb. 14, 1926.
d. Florence Eleanor (adopted), b. Aug. 9, 1927 at Honolulu, Hawaii.

AADCB. CHARLES BENJAMIN SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), William Paley (AADC).

Children of Charles Benjamin and Ruth Elizabeth Fowler Swartz:
A. *David Fowler, b. March 31, 1924.
c. *Mary Billington (Frederick), b. Feb. 3, 1929.

AADCC. HOWARD WILKEROY SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), William Paley (AADC).

Children of Howard Wileroy and Olive Eddy Croucher Swartz:
a. *Ann Reed (Kaswall), b. June 29, 1922.

AADCD. WILLIAM CASBIE SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), William Paley (AADC).
Children of William Crosby and Mary Pym Lane Swartz:

A. *David Lane, b. May 8, 1935.
B. *Donald Reed, b. Sept. 6, 1937.
C. *Robert Franklin, b. May 26, 1941.

AADD. JOEL HOWARD SWARTZ

John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Charles Kephart (AADD).

Sons of Joel Howard and Virginia C. B. Markley Swartz:


AADDA. WILLIAM HAMILTON SWARTZ, SR.

John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Charles Kephart (AADD).

Children of William Hamilton, Sr. and Margaret McIver Farmer Swartz:

a. *Margaret Kileen (Eldredge), b. April 8, 1942.
B. William Hamilton, Jr., b. June 27, 1943 at New York, N. Y.

AADDB. FRANK McKIM SWARTZ, SR.

John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Charles Kephart (AADD).

Children of Frank McKim, Sr. and Ruth Passmore Hull Swartz:

B. *Mary Elizabeth (Leonard), b. March 9, 1930.

AADDC. HOWARD CURRIER SWARTZ

John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Charles Kephart (AADD).
Son of Charles Kephart and Elizabeth Arlena Howard Swartz, b. Feb. 24, 1907 at Baltimore, Md., m. May 14, 1934 at Rockford, Ill. (?) Peggy May Ofelt (Culbertson).
Daughters of Peggy May Ofelt Culbertson:
a. Dorothy (Wadsworth) of Hazel Crest, Ill.
b. Wanda (Hauser) of Newark, Calif.

AADDE. CHARLES DANA SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Charles Kephart (AADD).

Children of Charles Dana and Katherine Hunt Swartz:
A. Timothy Hunt, b. March 27, 1951 at Baltimore, Md.

AADFA. PHILIP KINSELL SWARTZ, SR.
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Herman Frank, Sr. (AADF).

Sons of Philip Kinsell, Sr. and Catherine Fairbanks Bugbee Swartz:

AADFB. BENJAMIN KINSELL SWARTZ, SR.
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Herman Frank, Sr. (AADF).
Son of Herman Frank, Sr. and Omega Kinsell Swartz, b. Sept. 22, 1903 at East Cleveland, Ohio, m. March 27, 1928 at Berkeley, Calif., Maxine Marietta Pearce, b. Sept. 27, 1907 at Seattle, Wash. (?) Address 3870 Alder Lane, Pasadena, Calif. 91107.

Son of Benjamin Kinsell, Sr. and Maxine Marietta Pearce Swartz:

AADFC. ELIZABETH KINSELL SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Herman Frank, Sr. (AADF).
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Children of Edward George and Elizabeth Kinsell Swartz Thunen:

AADFD. HERMAN FRANK SWARTZ, JR.
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Herman Frank, Sr. (AADF).

Son of Herman Frank, Jr. and Margaret Phyllis Sawyer Swartz:
a. Gerard Kinsell, b. Dec. 6, 1940.

Children of Herman Frank, Jr. and Jeanne Krauter Swartz:

AADG. THELMA IRENE SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), George Otto (AADG).

Children of Elmer Bernard and Thelma Irene Swartz Fontaine:

AAGaa. BESSIE KEISTER
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Regina (Copenhaver) (AAG), Anna (Keister) (AAGa).
Daughters of Earnest Campbell and Bessie Keister Lemley:

AAeaB. HENRY WALLACE KEISTER
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Regina (Copenhaver) (AAea), Anna Keister (AAea).

Daughter of Henry Warren and Grace Owen Miller Keister:

ABCBa. GHAICK SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), George (AB), Noah (ABC), Casper Ciner (ABCB).

Son of Grace Swarts Wisman:

ABCBB. FRANK SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), George (AB), Noah (ABC), Casper Ciner (ABCB).

Children of Frank and Fannie Gocheour Swartz:
A. *Ralph Lee, b. April 17, 1921.
b. *Mary Alice (Foltz), b. May 30, 1921.
C. Harold Frederick, b. Sept. 19, 1925 at Strasburg, Va., m. at Conicville, Va., Charlotte Dellenger.
d. *Helen Marie (Howry), b. Aug. 6, 1927.
E. *Charles Casper, b. Aug. 21, 1929.
F. Jack Allen, b. Feb. 7, 1931 at Saumsville, Va., m. at Mechanicsburg, Pa., Delores Simmons. Live at Indialantic, Fla.
g. *Betty Adina (Bowers), b. March 20, 1934.
ABCBC. Irene Swartz
John, Sr. (A), George (AB), Noah (ABC), Casper Ciner (ABCB).
Daughter of Casper Ciner and Mary Catherine Swartz, b. July 1,
Oct. 13, 1895.

Children of Robert L. and Irene Swartz Hockman:

ABCBI. Ethel Swartz
John, Sr. (A), George (AB), Noah (ABC), Casper Ciner (ABCB).
Daughter of Casper Ciner and Mary Catherine Swartz, b. June 7,
1902 in Shenandoah Co., Va., m. Dec. 24, 1933 Oscar Richard, b. June
9, 1902. Live near Strasburg, Va.

Children of Oscar and Ethel Swartz Richard:

ABCc. Addie Colby
John, Sr. (A), George (AB), Noah (ABC), Henrietta (Colby) (ABCc).
Daughter of Henrietta Swartz Colby, m. Borden.

Daughter of Addie Colby Borden:
b. Thomas, b. Sept., 1901, m. Rival Hines.
c. Agnes, d.

ABCcc. Pearl Colby
John, Sr. (A), George (AB), Noah (ABC), Henrietta (Colby) (ABCc).

Children of Pearl Colby Dysart:
c. Jay Lynn
D. Wilbur
E. Ralph

ACcACa. WITH KEARN Swisher
John, Sr. (A), Hannah (Wilkins) (Ac), Susan (Swisher) (Acc), John
Wesley (AccA).
Daughter of John Wesley and Sarah Ina Kuppinger Swisher, b. March 3,
1900 at Newark, Ohio, m. Dana David Walker, Sr., b. Dec. 4, 1893, d.
April 24, 1962. Address 413 #. Sherwood Dr., Newark, Ohio.
Children of Dana David, Sr. and Ruth Kearn Swisher Walker:
b. Emma Elizabeth (Belli), b. June 22, 1924.
C. Dana David, Jr., b. July 1, 1927.
d. Virginia Ruth (Lavelle), b. May 11, 1930.

AccAD. WESLEY JOHN SWISHER
John, Sr. (A), Hannah (Wilkins) (Ac), Susan (Swisher) (Acc), John Wesley (AccA).
Son of John Wesley and Sarah Ina Kuppinger Swisher, b. April 12, 1904 at Newark, Ohio, m. Sonoma Deck, b. Jan., 1904.

Son of Wesley John and Sonoma Deck Swisher:
A. Barry, b. June 10, 1936.

AccAF. DOROTHY VIRGINIA SWISHER
John, Sr. (A), Hannah (Wilkins) (Ac), Susan (Swisher) (Acc), John Wesley (AccA).
Daughter of John Wesley and Sarah Ina Kuppinger Swisher, b. May 24, 1907 at Newark, Ohio, m. Franklin B. Anderson, b. Dec. 28, 1908 at Newark, Ohio.

Son of Franklin B. and Dorothy Virginia Swisher Anderson:

AccAG. MARTHA SARAH SWISHER
John, Sr. (A), Hannah (Wilkins) (Ac), Susan (Swisher) (Acc), John Wesley (AccA).
Daughter of John Wesley and Sarah Ina Kuppinger Swisher, b. Jan. 27, 1911 at Newark, Ohio, m. Cecil Harold Bondy, Sr., b. Jan. 3, 1905 at Woodsfield, Ohio, 2m. Willis Greer, b. July 30, 1907 at McConnelsville, Ohio.

Son of Cecil Harold, Sr. and Martha Sarah Swisher Bondy:
A. Cecil Harold, Jr., b. June 24, 1939.

AccAH. BENJAMIN FRANCIS SWISHER
John, Sr. (A), Hannah (Wilkins) (Ac), Susan (Swisher) (Acc), John Wesley (AccA).
Son of John Wesley and Sarah Ina Kuppinger Swisher, b. Nov. 25, 1913 at Newark, Ohio, m. Pauline Catts.

Son of Benjamin Francis and Pauline Catts Swisher:
A. Donald Francis.
AccAI. ROBERT ELDEN SWISHER, SR.
John, Sr. (A), Hannah (Wilkins) (Ac), Susan (Swisher) (Acc), John Wesley (AccA).
Son of John Wesley and Sarah Ina Kuppinger Swisher, b. June 12, 1917 at Newark, Ohio, m. Rowena Deck. Address Shoreham Dr., Newark, Ohio.

Children of Robert Elden, Sr. and Rowena Deck Swisher:
A. Robert Elden, Jr., m. Bonnie.
B. John
C. Charles
d. Ina

AdaII. WILSON BENNETT CONNER, SR.
John, Sr. (A), Joseph, Sr. (Ad), Susannah (Huffman) (AdD), Sarah (Conner) (AdDa).
Son of Bennett and Sarah Huffman Conner, b. at McVeytown. Lives at Bethayres, Pa.

Son of Wilson Bennett Conner, Sr.:
A. Wilson Bennett, Jr.

ADFIIA. LUTON LOHR
John, Sr. (A), Joseph, Sr. (Ad), Joseph, Jr. (ADF), Sarah Frances (Loehr) (ADFa).

Children of Luton and Maggie Maye McClanahan Lohr:
a. Eva Maye, d. young.

ADFII. MARION SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Joseph, Sr. (Ad), Joseph, Jr. (ADF), Luther Ashby (ADFb).
Son of Luther Ashby and Susan Ellen Eydler Swartz, b. Aug. 18, 1898 at Saumsville, Va., m. Nov. 23, 1920 Altha Marian Swisher (see AccAc), b. April 7, 1902 at Newark, Ohio (?). Address Route 1, Maurertown, Va. '2644.

Children of Marion and Altha Marian Swisher Swartz:
b. *Sarah Elizabeth (Walker), b. June 14, 1924.
AGgAC. BERLIN BENNET BLY
John, Sr. (A), John, Jr. (AG), Lydia Margaret (Bly) (AGg), John William (AGgA).
Son of John William and Amanda Catherine Swartz Bly, b. June 24, 1909, m. Catherine Keller.

Daughters of Berlin Bennet and Catherine Keller Bly:

AGgbA. HARRY HOWARD HOCKENBERRY
John, Sr. (A), John, Jr. (AG), Lydia Margaret (Bly) (AGg), Margaret (Hockenberry) (AGgb).

Son of Harry Howard and Nan Cotner Hockenberry:

AGgbB. JOHN COULTER HOCKENBERRY
John, Sr. (A), John, Jr. (AG), Lydia Margaret (Bly) (AGg), Margaret (Hockenberry) (AGgb).

Children of John Coulter and Margaret Croft Hockenberry:
  a. Margaret Croft, b. May 20, 1921.

AGgbD. WILLIAM TELL HOCKENBERRY
John, Sr. (A), John, Jr. (AG), Lydia Margaret (Bly) (AGg), Margaret (Hockenberry) (AGgb).
Son of Frank and Margaret Bly Hockenberry, b. May 24, 1897, d. May 17, 1961 in Pennsylvania, m. Eleanor Fillman.

Daughter of William Tell and Eleanor Fillman Hockenberry:

AGgbf. NELLIE VIOLE HOCKENBERRY
John, Sr. (A), John, Jr. (AG), Lydia Margaret (Bly) (AGg), Margaret (Hockenberry) (AGgb).
Daughter of Frank and Margaret Bly Hockenberry, b. April 5, 1903, m. Melvin Paul. Live at New Bloomfield, Pa.
Children of Melvin and Nellie Viola Hockenberry Paul:

AGgCa. IDA FLORENCE BLÝ
John, Sr. (A), John, Jr. (AG), Lydia Margaret (Bly) (AGg), Harry Howard (AGgC).

Son of Boyd S., Sr. and Lydia Fauver Bly Miller:

AGgCB. CLARENCE MARTIN BLÝ
John, Sr. (A), John, Jr. (AG), Lydia Margaret (Bly) (AGg), Harry Howard (AGgC).

Daughter of Clarence Martin and Florence Lang Bly:

AGgCc. ELSIE BLÝ
John, Sr. (A), John, Jr. (AG), Lydia Margaret (Bly) (AGg), Harry Howard (AGgC).

Sons of Ray and Elsie Bly Duff:

AGgCd. CORA MAUDE BLÝ
John, Sr. (A), John, Jr. (AG), Lydia Margaret (Bly) (AGg), Harry Howard (AGgC).

Children of Scott and Cora Maude Bly Modena:
a. Helen, b. April 11, 1922.
c. Peter, b. 1925.
AGgFA. WILLIAM CECIL BLY, SR.
John, Sr. (A), John, Jr. (AG), Lydia Margaret (Bly) (AGg), Luther Lee (AGgF).

Children of William Cecil, Sr. and Mae Burke Bly:

g. TEDDY PAUL FLEMING
John, Sr. (A), John, Jr. (AG), Lydia Margaret (Bly) (AGg), Viola (Fleming) (AGgF).

Children of Teddy Paul and Jeanne Wolverton Fleming:

AGgB. NELLIE BLY LANTZ
John, Sr. (A), John, Jr. (AG), Margaret Lydia (Bly) (AGg), Mary Eleanor (Lantz) (AGgB).

Children of Homer F., Jr. and Nellie Bly Lantz Long:

Sixth Generation

AABFd A. GERALD LUTHER ORNDORFF
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF), Nora Bell (Orndorff) (AABFd).

Daughter of Gerald Luther and Romaine E. Stauffer Orndorff:
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF), Nora Belle (Orndorff) (AABF).

Children of Karl Linnas and Elva Marie Osman Orndorff:

John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF), Lena Mae (Orndorff) (AABF).

Children of Lewis Swartz and Georgie Ethel Hodges Orndorff:
E. Jeanette, b. June 1, 1961.

John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF), Lena Mae (Orndorff) (AABF).

Children of Michael and Alberta Elizabeth Orndorff Tourshaw:
B. *Martha Elizabeth (English), b. May 4, 1944.
AABFe E. JAMES HUGH ORNDORFF
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF), Lena Mae (Orndorff) (AABFe).

Children of James Hugh and Dorris Bea Sullivan Orndorff:

AABFe f. CHARLENE MAE ORNDORFF
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF), Lena Mae (Orndorff) (AABFe).

Children of Regis Eugene and Charlene Mae Orndorff Penley:

AABFG a. LOUISE ELIZABETH SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF), Luther Edward (AABFG).

Sons of Herbert Thornton and Louise Elizabeth Swartz Mooney:
A. David Herbert, b. July 14, 1942.

AABFG c. ISABEL MILDRED SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF), Luther Edward (AABFG).
Children of James Edward and Isabel Mildred Swartz Bergen:
B. Sharon Elizabeth, b. Sept. 2, 1953.
D. Cynthia Louise, b. Sept. 9, 1961.

AABFG d. Lorraine Lois Swartz
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF),
Luther Edward (AABFG).
Daughter of Luther Edward and Winnie Davis Orndorff Swartz, b. Oct. 20,
1924 at Annandale, Va., m. Sept. 15, 1943 at Annandale, Va. Floyd Wilmer

Children of Floyd Wilmer, Sr. and Lorraine Lois Swartz Weeks:
A. Jo Ann (Blevins), b. Sept. 15, 1946.

AABFG e. Margaret Ann Swartz
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF),
Luther Edward (AABFG).
Daughter of Luther Edward and Winnie Davis Orndorff Swartz, b. Aug. 10,
1937 in Fairfax Co., Va., m. Feb. 14, 1946 at Rockville, Md. Horace

Children of Horace Eugene and Margaret Ann Swartz Thompson:

AABFG f. Constance Marie Swartz
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF),
Luther Edward (AABFG).
Daughter of Luther Edward and Winnie Davis Orndorff Swartz, b. July 11,
1940 at Alexandria, Va., m. July 19, 1953 at Annandale, Va. William
David Ruble, b. Aug. 15, 1938. Address 5711 La Vista Dr., Alexandria,
Va.

Children of William David and Constance Marie Swartz Ruble:
AABFH D. MURL ALONZA WHITTINGTON
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF),
Elizabeth Ruth (Whittington) (AABFH).
Son of Alonza Nashville and Elizabeth Ruth Swartz Whittington, b.
Agnes Smith, b. at Strasburg, Va.

Daughter of Murl Alonza and Agnes Smith Whittington:
a. Beverly Alice, b. Nov. 25, 1946 at Washington, D. C.

AABFJ a. MARTHA JEAN WILLIAMS
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF),
Martha Alberta (Williams) (AABFH).

Children of Arthur Adolph Otto and Martha Jean Williams Berns:

AABFJ b. DORIS PAULENE WILLIAMS
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF),
Martha Alberta (Williams) (AABFH).
Griffith Hailey, b. March 17, 1922 at Ft. Worth, Tex. Address 8903
Burbank Dr., Annandale, Va.

Children of Lyman Griffith and Doris Paulene Williams Hailey:

AABFJ C. JACK WILLIAM WILLIAMS, Sr.
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF),
Martha Alberta (Williams) (AABFH).
Son of Paul J. and Martha Alberta Swartz Williams, b. Sept. 8, 1927
at Zepp, Va., m. Sept. 10, 1940 at Annandale, Va. Judy Belle Spangler,

Children of Jack William, Sr. and Judy Belle Spangler Williams:
17, 1962 in Fairfax Co., Va.
c. Douglas Paul, b. April 17, 1963 in Fairfax Co., Va., d. April 19,
1963 in Fairfax Co., Va.
AABF J. D. WAYNE GABY WILLIAMS
John, Sr. (A), Phillip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF),
Martha Alberta (Williams) (AABF). 
Son of Paul J. and Martha Alberta Swartz Williams, b. Oct. 4, 1929 at
Zepp, Va., m. July 6, 1951 Suzanne Elizabeth Wood, b. Oct. 22, 1933 at

Children of Wayne Grey and Suzanne Elizabeth Wood Williams:

AABF J. E. PATRICIA ANN WILLIAMS
John, Sr. (A), Phillip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF),
Martha Alberta (Williams) (AABF). 
Daughter of Paul J. and Martha Alberta Swartz Williams, b. Oct. 15,
1931 at Zepp, Va., m. Jan. 8, 1950 at Rockville, Md. Charles Lewis
Minor, b. Sept. 8, 1927.

Children of Charles Lewis and Patricia Ann Williams Minor:

AABF J. F. JOYCE MAXINE WILLIAMS
John, Sr. (A), Phillip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF),
Martha Alberta (Williams) (AABF). 
Daughter of Paul J. and Martha Alberta Swartz Williams, b. Jan. 30,
17, 1930.

Children of Edward Kyle and Joyce Maxine Williams Painter:
30, 1965 in Fairfax Co., Va.

AABF J. G. JON PAUL WILLIAMS, SR.
John, Sr. (A), Phillip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF),
Martha Alberta (Williams) (AABF). 
Son of Paul J. and Martha Alberta Swartz Williams, b. Jan. 26, 1940 at
Annandale, Va., m. Aug. 17, 1960 at Fairfax City, Va. Emily Ruth Sears,
b. May 25, 1943.
Children of Jon Paul, Sr. and Ruby Ruth Kerns Williams:

AABF J. TED WILLIAMS
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF),
Martha Alberta (Williams) (AABF).
Son of Paul J. and Martha Alberta Swartz Williams, b. Sept. 29, 1941
at Ammansdale, Va., m. Nov. 16, 1962 at Washington, D. C. Donna Josephine
Lawson, b. March 23, 1942 at La Plata, Md.

Daughter of Ted and Donna Josephine Lawson Williams:

AABFM A. ALFRED JACKSON HONEYCUTT, III
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF),
Alma (Honeycutt) (AABFM).
Son of Alfred Jackson, Jr. and Alma Swartz Honeycutt, b. April 17,

Son of Alfred Jackson, III and Diane McLearan Honeycutt:

AABLe a. KARLENE KILL
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Charles Edward (AABL),
Laura (Kill) (AABLe).
Daughter of Carl W. and Laura Swartz Kill, b. Jan. 17, 1942 at Donora,

Daughter of Anthony G. and Karlene Kill Powell:

AABKa A. JOHN CALVIN WHITE, SR.
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Calvin I. (AABK), Florence
Elizabeth (White) (AABKa).
Son of Andrew Ely and Florence Elizabeth Swartz White, b. June 17, 1933
at Newton, Mass., m. Betty Finley, b. May 3, 1933 at Framingtown, Mass.

Children of John Calvin, Sr. and Betty Finley White:
D. Timothy Andrew, b. Nov. 2, 1764 at Natick, Mass.
AABKa b. KATHLEEN WHITE
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Calvin I. (AABk), Florence Elizabeth (White) (AABk).

Son of Joseph William and Kathleen White Schmitt:

AABkd a. JEANNE ELIZABETH McDOWELL
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Calvin I. (AABk), Helen Bream (McDowell) (AABkd).

Sons of Clement and Jeanne Elizabeth McDowell Urban:
A. Robert Joseph
B. Christopher John

AABkd A. ROBERT BRITTON
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Franklin Marion (AABM), Ruth (Britton) (AABkd).

Children of Robert and Edna Diehl Britton:

AABkd b. LAURA ELIZABETH GRAY
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Franklin Marion (AABM), Ruth (Gray) (AABkd).

Sons of Shirley and Laura Elizabeth Gray Grausharn:
AADaA a. LOUISE HILDEBRAND
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Sarah Regina (Hildebrand) (AADa), Joel Henry (AADaA).
Address 550 Coventry Rd., Berkeley, Calif. 94707.

Sons of Ferdinand and Louise Hildebrand Klein:
A. Christopher William, b. Dec. 21, 1944 at Berkeley, Calif.

AADaA B. ALEXANDER HILDEBRAND
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Sarah Regina (Hildebrand) (AADa), Joel Henry (AADaA).
Barbara Fitch, b. May 7, 1921 at Pasadena, Calif.

Daughter of Alexander and Ellen Severance Hildebrand:

Daughters of Alexander and Barbara Fitch Hildebrand:

AADaA C. MILTON HILDEBRAND
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Sarah Regina (Hildebrand) (AADa), Joel Henry (AADaA).

Children of Milton and Viola H. Memmler Hildebrand:
A. Ross, b. June 2, 1944 at Berkeley, Calif.

AADaA D. ROGER HENRY HILDEBRAND
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Sarah Regina (Hildebrand) (AADa), Joel Henry (AADaA).
Children of Roger Henry and Jane Beedle Hildebrand:
A. Peter Henry, b. July 9, 1945 at Oak Ridge, Tenn.
B. Alice Louise, b. Nov. 13, 1940 at Berkeley, Calif.
C. Kathryn Jane, b. June 10, 1951 at Berkeley, Calif.

A. A. John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Sarah Regina (Hildebrand) (AADA), Margaret (Sawyer) (AADDab).

Daughters of Robert Hildebrand and Patricia Percival Sawyer:
b. Robin, b. Sept. 27, 1947 at Los Angeles, Calif.
c. Patricia Kim, b. April 9, 1952 at Los Angeles, Calif.

A. A. C. William Alfred Sawyer, Jr.
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Sarah Regina (Hildebrand) (AADA), Margaret (Sawyer) (AADDab).

Children of William Alfred, Jr. and Dorothy Lou Allen Sawyer:

A. A. D. B. Paul Henry Hildebrand, Sr.
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Sarah Regina (Hildebrand) (AADA), Homer Howard (AADDab).

Sons of Paul Henry, Sr. and Mary Veronica Rhodes Hildebrand:
AADaC c. JEANINE HILDEBRAND  
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Sarah Regina (Hildebrand) (AADa), Homer Howard (AADaC).  
Daughter of René and Jeanine Hildebrand Bonomini:  

AADaC D. DANIEL HOWARD HILDEBRAND  
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Sarah Regina (Hildebrand) (AADa), Homer Howard (AADaC).  
Children of Daniel Howard and Catherine Louise McClain Hildebrand:  
a. Debra Anne, b. April 4, 1954 at Washington, D.C.  

AADaC e. ANNE-MARIE HILDEBRAND  
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Sarah Regina (Hildebrand) (AADa), Homer Howard (AADaC).  
Sons of David Marshall, Sr. and Anne-Marie Hildebrand Koounce:  

AADaC A. WILLIAM ALLEN SWARTZ, SR.  
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), William P. Pheley (AADC), Philip Allen (AADCA).  
Sons of William Allen, Sr. and Carol Tibbott Swartz:
A. David Tibbott, b. Sept. 29, 1946 at Flushing, L. I., N. Y.
C. Peter Gleason, b. July 18, 1953.

AADCA B. PHILIP GLEASON SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), William Paley (AADC), Philip Allen (AADCA).

Children of Philip Gleason and Virginia Amerio Swartz:
c. Debra Lee, b. May 7, 1962 at Poughkeepsie, N. Y. (?)

AADCA C. GUTHRIE REED SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), William Paley (AADC), Philip Allen (AADCA).

Children of Guthrie Reed and Helen Morrison Swartz:
b. Gregory Reed, b. Feb. 27, 1953 at Meridian, Conn.
c. Joel Allen, b. Feb. 9, 1958 at Hartford, Conn.
d. Martha Gleason, b. March 7, 1961 at Hartford, Conn.

AADCB A. DAVID FOWLER SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), William Paley (AADC), Charles Benjamin (AADCB).

Children of David Fowler and Virginia Long Swartz:
A. Carl Long, b. Aug. 29, 1949 at Burnsville, N. C.
b. Gail Richard, b. Feb. 23, 1951 at Burnsville, N. C.
AADC b. BARBARA M. SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), William Foley (AADC), Charles
Benjamin (AADC).
31, 1926 at Chicago, Ill., m. June 25, 1947 at Hanover, Ind. Harris B.
Janes, b. July 13, 1924. Address 802 Brooklawn Dr., Boulder Colo.

Children of Harris B. and Barbara M. Swartz Janes:

AADC c. MARY BILLINGTON SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), William Foley (AADC), Charles
Benjamin (AADC).
3, 1929 at Galesburg, Ill., m. Nov. 23, 1950 at Hanover, Ind. Robert
Allen Frederick, b. Feb. 3, 1928 at La Porte, Ind. Live at Anchorage,
Alaska.

Children of Robert Allen and Mary Billington Swartz Frederick:
c. Peter Carey, b. Aug. 23, 1956 at Bainbridge, Md.

AADCC a. ANN REED SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), William Foley (AADC), Howard
Villeroy (AADCC).
Daughter of Howard Villeroy and Olive Eddy Croucher Swartz, b. June 29,
1922 at Canandaigua, N. Y., m. Nov. 30, 1946 Richard Hall Eiswell, Jr.,
B. March 17, 1916, Beaver Dam Rd., Brookhaven, N. Y.

Sons of Richard Hall, Jr. and Ann Reed Swartz Eiswell:
b. Thomas Swartz, b. Dec. 9, 1949 at Fort Jefferson, N. Y.
d. Richard Hall, Jr., b. March 27, 1957 at Brookhaven, N. Y.
e. Benjamin Reed, b. Sept. 26, 1961 at Brookhaven, N. Y.

AADCC c. KATHERINE SODY SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), William Foley (AADC), Howard
Villeroy (AADCC).
Daughter of Howard Villeroy and Olive Eddy Croucher Swartz, b. Nov. 14,
1927 at Syracuse, N. Y., m. June 23, 1951 Amos Jefferson Fenfield, b.
Dec. 19, 1927. Address 6930 Woodchuck Hill Rd., Fayetteville, N. Y.
Children of Amos Jefferson and Katherine Eddy Swartz Penfield:

AADCD A. DAVID LANE SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), William Paley (AADC), William Crosby (AADCD).
Son of William Crosby and Mary Fym Lane Swartz, b. May 8, 1935 at Poughkeepsie, N. Y., m. Sept. 8, 1956 at Westtown, Pa. Miriam Satterthwaite Oliver, b. March 10, 1936 at Trenton, N. J. Address 5708 Dartmouth Dr., Canfield, Ohio 44406.

Daughters of David Lane and Miriam Satterthwaite Oliver Swartz:
a. Margaret Lane, b. March 24, 1959 at West Chester, Pa.
b. Mary Oliver, b. Sept. 29, 1960 at West Chester, Pa.
d. Patricia Anne, b. May 6, 1969 at Youngstown, Ohio.

AADCD B. DONALD REED SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), William Paley (AADC), William Crosby (AADCD).

Children of Donald Reed and Eugenia Ruth Parker Swarts:
b. Barbara Lynn, b. Aug. 9, 1964 at Cincinnati, Ohio.
c. William Lane, b. March 14, 1967 at Cincinnati, Ohio.
d. Cynthia Anne, b. April 11, 1970 at Burlington, Vt. (?).

AADCD C. ROBERT FRANKLIN SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), William Paley (AADC), William Crosby (AADCD).

Daughters of Robert Franklin and Isobel Patricia Scott Swarts:
a. Rebecca Lane, b. Aug. 20, 1967 at Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
b. Catherine Rachel, b. April 28, 1969 at Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
AADDB a. MARGARET KILLEEN SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Charles Kephart (AADD), William Hamilton, Sr. (AADBB).

Daughter of Ashton Goodliff, Jr. and Margaret Killeen Swartz Eldredge:  
a. Margaret Minton, b. March 5, 1965 at New York, N. Y.

AADDC b. MARY ELIZABETH SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Charles Kephart (AADD), Frank McKim, Sr. (AADDC).

Children of Arnold David and Mary Elizabeth Swartz Leonard:  
A. Steven Earl, b. Aug. 22, 1956 at Jackson, Miss.  

AADDF A. ARTHUR BUGBEE SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Herman Frank, Sr. (AADF), Philip Kinsell, Sr. (AADFA).

Sons of Arthur Bugbee and Mary Eleanor Diggins Swartz:  

AADFA B. PHILIP KINSELL SWARTZ, JR.
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Herman Frank, Sr. (AADF), Philip Kinsell, Sr. (AADFA).
Sons of Philip Kinsell, Jr. and Janet Irene Phillips Swartz:
B. Alan Douglas, b. June 23, 1967 at Oakland, Calif. (?)

AADFB A. BENJAMIN KINSELL SWARTZ, JR.
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Herman Frank, Sr. (AADF),
Benjamin Kinsell, Sr. (AADFB).
Son of Benjamin Kinsell, Sr. and Maxine Marietta Pearce Swartz, b.
June 23, 1931 at Los Angeles, Calif., m. Oct. 23, 1966 at Muncie,
Ind. Cyrilla Casillas (McInteer), b. Jan. 4, 1934 at Serene, Colo.
Address R. R. 9, Box 10A, Muncie, Ind. 47302.

Son of Benjamin Kinsell, Jr. and Cyrilla Casillas (McInteer) Swartz:

AADFD A. GERARD KINSELL SWARTZ, I
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Herman Frank, Sr. (AADF),
Herman Frank, Jr. (AADFD).
Son of Herman Frank, Sr. and Margaret Phyllis Sawyer Swartz, b.
Dec. 6, 1940 at Oakland, Calif., m. March, 1963 at Atherton, Calif.
Judy Arminta Barnes, b. Sept. 20, 1945. Address 344 Fay Way,
Mountain View, Calif. 94040.

Daughter of Judy Arminta Barnes by another marriage:

Children of Gerard Kinsell, I and Judy Arminta Barnes Swartz:

AADGa a. LORELLE GRACE FONTAINE
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), George Otto (AADG), Thelma
Irene (Fontaine) (AADGa).
Daughter of Elmer Bernard and Thelma Irene Swartz Fontaine, b. Aug. 16,
1925, m. David Lane Ansley.

Sons of David Lane and Lorelle Grace Fontaine Ansley:
B. James Allen, b. April 24, 1957.

AADGa C. JOEL DE LILHE FONTAINE
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), George Otto (AADG), Thelma
Irene (Fontaine) (AADGa).
Son of Elmer Bernard and Thelma Irene Swartz Fontaine, b. Feb. 27, 1934,
m. Bettina Johnson, div.
Son of Joel de Lisle and Bettina Johnson Fontaine:
A. Anthony de Lisle, b. Nov. 11, 1954.

Aa AaB a. JANE ABBOTT KEISTER
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Regina (Copenhaver) (AAe), Anna (Keister) (AAea), Henry Warren (AAeaB).

Children of Howard S. and Jane Abbott Keister Shaner:
A. Steven Keister, b. April 11, 1961.

ABCBa A. ELBERT WISMAN
John, Sr. (A), George (AB), Noah (ABC), Casper Ciner (ABCB), Grace (Wisman) (ABCBa).

Children of Elbert and Melba Frost Wisman:
A. Rick.
B. Phil.
c. Grace Ellen.

ABCBB A. RALPH LEE SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), George (AB), Noah (ABC), Casper Ciner (ABCB), Frank (ABCBa).
Son of Frank and Fannie Gocheour Swartz, b. April 17, 1921 at Saumsville, Va., m. at Akron, N. Y. Joyce Nerboos. Live at Denver, Colo.

Children of Ralph Lee and Joyce Nerboos Swartz:
a. Melina, b. Nov. 16, 1944.

ABCBB b. MARY ALICE SWARTZ
Daughter of Frank and Fannie Gocheour Swartz, b. May 19, 1923 at Strasburg, Va., m. at Fairview, Va. Ralph Folts, Sr., b. May 30, 1921.

Children of Ralph, Sr. and Mary Alice Swartz Folts:
ABCBB d. HELEN MARIE SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), George (AB), Noah (ABC), Casper Ciner (ABCB), Frank (ABCBB).
Daughter of Frank and Fannie Gocheour Swartz, b. Aug. 6, 1927 at Strasburg, Va., m. at Fairview, Va., John P. Mowry. Live in California.

Adopted children of John P. and Helen Marie Swartz Mowry:

ABCBB E. CHARLES CASPER SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), George (AB), Noah (ABC), Casper Ciner (ABCB), Frank (ABCBB).
Son of Frank and Fannie Gocheour Swartz, b. Aug. 21, 1929 at Saumsville, Va., m. at Washington, D.C., Ruby Clemm, b. Aug. 31. Live at Middleburg, Va.

Children of Charles Casper and Ruby Clemm Swartz:

ABCBB g. BETTY ADINA SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), George (AB), Noah (ABC), Casper Ciner (ABCB), Frank (ABCBB).

Children of Auburn Franklin, Sr. and Betty Adina Swartz Bowers:
d. Linda Marie, b. April 5, 1957.

ABCBB H. CALVIN FRANKLIN SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), George (AB), Noah (ABC), Casper Ciner (ABCB), Frank (ABCBB).
Son of Frank and Fannie Gocheour Swartz, b. May 25, 1935 at Saumsville, Va., m. at Forrestville, Va., Catrina Funkhouser, b. Aug. 10, 1939.

Son of Calvin Franklin and Catrina Funkhouser Swartz:
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ABCBB 1. SHELBA JEAN SWARTZ
John, Sr. (A), George (AB), Noah (ABC), Casper Ciner (ABCBB), Frank
(ABCBB).
Daughter of Frank and Fannie Gocheour Swarta, b. Oct. 23, 1936 at
Saumsville, Va., m. at Fairview, Va, Fred McFarland, 2m. at Winchester,

Children of Fred and Shelba Jean Swartz McFarland:

ABCAb. JOHN BARNARD WALKER, SR.
John, Sr. (A), Hannah (Wilkins) (Ac), Susan (Swisher) (Acc), John
Weasley (AccA), Ruth Keam (Walker) (AccAb).
Son of Dana David, Sr. and Ruth Keam Swisher Walker, b. March 11,
1920 at Newark, Ohio, m. Elizabeth Smith, b. Feb. 16, 1921 at Newark,
Ohio.

Children of John Barnard, Sr. and Elizabeth Smith Walker:
a. Linda Kay, b. June 10, 1947 at Newark, Ohio, m. Robert Johnson,
b. John Barnard, Jr., b. March 2, 1951 at Newark, Ohio.

ABCAb. EMMA ELIZABETH WALKER
John, Sr. (A), Hannah (Wilkins) (Ac), Susan (Swisher) (Acc), John
Weasley (AccA), Ruth Keam (Walker) (AccAb).
Daughter of Dana David, Sr. and Ruth Keam Swisher Walker, b. June
22, 1921 at Newark, Ohio, m. Charles E. Bell, b. July 25, 1922 at
Bloomfield, Ohio.

Children of Charles E. and Emma Elizabeth Walker Bell:
b. Drucilla E., b. May 25, 1951 at Newark, Ohio.

ABCAb. DANA DAVID WALKER, JR.
John, Sr. (A), Hannah (Wilkins) (Ac), Susan (Swisher) (Acc), John
Weasley (AccA), Ruth Keam (Walker) (AccAb).
Son of Dana David, Sr. and Ruth Keam Swisher Walker, b. July 1, 1927
at Newark, Ohio, m. Virginia Moore, b. Dec. 17, 1927 at Newark, Ohio.
Sons of Dana David, Jr. and Virginia Moore Walker:
A. Chester Arthur, b. Dec. 17, 1927 at Newark, Ohio.
B. Timothy David, b. Sept. 1, 1953 at Newark, Ohio.

AccAb d. VIRGINIA RUTH WALKER
John, Sr. (A), Hannah (Wilkins) (Ac), Susan (Swisher) (Acc), John Wesley (AccA), Ruth Keam (Walker) (AccAb).

Children of William Patrick and Virginia Ruth Walker Lavelle:
b. William Dana, b. Aug. 31, 1956 at Newark, Ohio.

AccAf A. EDWARD B. ANDERSON
John, Sr. (A), Hannah (Wilkins) (Ac), Susan (Swisher) (Acc), John Wesley (AccA), Dorothy Virginia (Anderson) (AccAf).
Son of Franklin B. and Dorothy Virginia Swisher Anderson, b. June 14, 1933 at Newark, Ohio, m. Jeannine Miller, b. April 27, 1940 at San Antonio, Tex.

Daughters of Edward B. and Jeannine Miller Anderson:

AccAg A. CECIL HAROLD BONDY, JR.
John, Sr. (A), Hannah (Wilkins) (Ac), Susan (Swisher) (Acc), John Wesley (AccA), Martha Sarah (Bondy) (AccAg).
Son of Cecil Harold, Sr. and Martha Sarah Swisher Bondy, b. June 24, 1939 at Newark, Ohio, m. Sandra Keck, b. Sept. 18, 1940 at Newark, Ohio.

Daughter of Cecil Harold, Jr. and Sandra Keck Bondy:

AccAa A. DONALD FRANCIS SWISHER
John, Sr. (A), Hannah (Wilkins) (Ac), Susan (Swisher) (Acc), John Wesley (AccA), Benjamin Francis (AccAa).
Son of Benjamin Francis and Paulene Oate Swisher, m. Barbara Taylor.

Children of Donald Francis and Barbara Taylor Swisher:
a. Benjamin Lee.
b. Sheril Lynn.
ADFaa B. Leslie Lee Lohr
John, Sr. (A), Joseph, Sr. (AD), Joseph, Jr. (ADF), Sarah Frances (Lohr) (ADFaa), Luton (ADFaa).
Live in original John Swartz, Sr. farm house, Saumsville, Va.

Son of Leslie Lee and Virginia Cadwaller Lohr:
A. Larry Lee, b. March 6, 1941, m. Maria Louisa.

ADFBB A. Marion Swisher Swartz
John, Sr. (A), Joseph, Sr. (AD), Joseph, Jr. (ADF), Luther Ashby (ADFb), Marion (ADFBB).

Daughters of Marion Swisher and Jane Regina Golloday Swartz:

ADFBB B. Sarah Elizabeth Swartz
John, Sr. (A), Joseph, Sr. (AD), Joseph, Jr. (ADF), Luther Ashby (ADFb), Marion (ADFBB).

Children of Herbert Walter and Sarah Elizabeth Swartz Walker:

ADFBB C. Joseph Luther Swartz
John, Sr. (A), Joseph, Sr. (AD), Joseph, Jr. (ADF), Luther Ashby (ADFb), Marion (ADFBB).

Children of Joseph Luther and Mary Frances Mantz Swartz:
Seventh Generation

AABFe db. MARTHA ELIZABETH YOURSHAW
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF),
Lena Mae (Orndorff) (AABFe), Alberta Elizabeth (Yourshaw) (AABFe d).
Daughter of Michael and Alberta Elizabeth Orndorff Yourshaw, b. May 4,
1944 at Arlington, Va., m. May 6, 1967 Merton Alden English, III.
Address 3001 Chanute Place, Falls Church, Va. 22042.

Daughter of Merton Alden, III and Martha Elizabeth Yourshaw English:

AABFG da. JO ANN WEEKS
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), William (AAB), Martin Luther (AABF),
Luther Edward (AABFG), Lorraine Lois (Weeks) (AABFG d).
Daughter of Luther Edward and Winnie Davis Orndorff Swartz, b. Sept.
15, 1946, m. at Rockville, Md. Edward J. Blevins, b. 1945.

Daughter of Edward J. and Jo Ann Weeks Blevins:

AADaA Ba. HARRIET RUTH HILDEBRAND
John, Sr. (A), Philip (AA), Joel (AAD), Sarah Regina (Hildebrand)
(AADa), Joel Henry (AADaA), Alexander (AADaA B).
Daughter of Alexander and Ellen Severance Hildebrand, b. May 24, 1937
Address 5618 Marlin Court, Stockton, Calif.

Children of Kenneth R. and Harriet Ruth Hildebrand Class:
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Ada Savilla Swartz (ABCg), p. 9.
Addie Colby (Borden) (ABCGa), pp. 16, 33.
Adelaine Carol Bodine (Thuman) (AADFC B-wife), p. 31.
Adelia Rosecrans (Swartz) (AADFc A-wife), p. 8.
Adelia Swartz (AADb), p. 31.
Adina Lynn Swartz (ABCCBB B), p. 55.
Agnes Borden (ABCGa), p. 23.
Agnes Smith (Whittington) (ABDFm D-wife), p. 42.
Agrabelia Baker Swartz (Coffman, Hookman) (ABDh), pp. 9, 17.
Alberta Elizabeth Orndorff (Yourshaw) (ABDFe d), pp. 22, 39.
Alberta Elizabeth Swartz (Whittington) (ABDFa A), pp. 13, 23.
ALEXANDER, Emily Josephine (Hildebrand) (ABDFa D-wife), p. 27.
Alex Hildebrand (ABDFa B), pp. 27, 46.
Alfred Jackson Honeycutt, Jr. (ABDFm-hus.), pp. 23, 44.
Alfred Jackson Honeycutt, III (ABDFm A), pp. 23, 44.
Alfred Jackson Honeycutt, IV (ABDFm AA), p. 44.
Alice Lorraine Walker (ABDFBB B), p. 58.
Alice Louise Hildebrand (ABDFa D), p. 47.
ALEXANDER, Dorothy Lou (Sawyer) (ABDFa C-wife), p. 47.
Alma Swartz (Honeycutt) (ABDFm), pp. 12, 23.
Alonzo Nashville Whittington (ABDFm-hus.), p. 22.
Alonzo Lantz (ACBb-hus.), p. 10.
Althea Marcella Swisher (Swartz) (ACBc), pp. 17, 35.
Alvin Lee Newmaster (ACBc D), p. 24.
Amanda Catherine Swartz (Bly) (AGGc A-wife), p. 18.
Amanda Elizabeth Conner (Myers) (ADDa A), p. 18.
Amanda Hibler (Burner) (ACBb), p. 10.
Amanda Melvina Huffman (Swartz) (ABDFa A), p. 7.
Amelia Virginia (Swartz) (ABDCB D-wife), p. 49.
Amos Jefferson Fenfield (ADDCBB B-hus.), p. 50.
ANDERSON, Edward B. (ACBA A), pp. 34, 57.
ANDERSON, Franklin B. (ACBA-hus.), p. 34.
ANDERSON, Harriett Irene (ACBA A), p. 57.
ANDERSON, Rachel Marie (ACBA A), p. 57.
ANDERSON, William Swartz (Swartz) (ABDFm-hus.), p. 18.
Andrew Ely White (ABDFc A), p. 25.
Ann Fowler James (ADDCBB c), p. 50.
Ann Reed Swartz (Wiswall) (ADDCB A), pp. 28, 50.
Anna Copenhaver (Keister) (ACcA), pp. 9, 15.
Anna Elizabeth Strickler (Swartz) (ABDFB D-wife), p. 18.
Anna Hookman (Swartz) (ABDFD A), p. 9.
Anna Mabel Conner (Harris) (ADDa A), p. 18.
Anna Mae Bly (Miller) (AGFCB), p. 20.
Annabelle Dysart (ABaCcb a), p. 33.
Annemala Swartz (ABaDf), p. 9.
Anne-Marie Hildebrand (Keenee) (AADDa C e), pp. 27, 48.
Annie Zulelia Lindamood (AAaabb), p. 11.
ANSLEY, David Joel (AADDa aA), p. 53.
ANSLEY, David Lane (AADGa a-hus.), p. 53.
ANSLEY, James Allen (AADGa aB), p. 53.
Anthony de Lisle Fontaine (AADGa CA), p. 54.
Anthony J. Pollow (AADBe a-hus.), p. 44.
Arnold David Leonard (AADDG b-hus.), p. 52.
Arthur Adolph Quito Beins (AADFj a-hus.), p. 42.
Arthur Segbee Swartz (AADFA A), pp. 30, 52.
Ashton Goodliff Braidage, Jr. (AADDa a-hus.), p. 52.
Auburn Franklin Bowers, Jr. (ABCBB gB), p. 55.
Auburn Franklin Bowers, Sr. (ABCBB g-hus.), p. 55.
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B, Katie Miller (AAaEa), pp. 12, 21.
1-BAAKER, Juanita (Bly) (AGgAc-wife), p. 20.
BANTA, Jared Ferguson, Jr. (AABkc A), p. 25.
BANTA, Jared Ferguson, Sr. (AABka-hus.), p. 25.
Barbara Ann Britton (AABMd Aa), p. 45.
Barbara Fitch (Hildebrand) (AADDa A-wife), p. 46.
Barbara Kay Bly (Macey) (AGgAC a), p. 36.
Barbara Lynn Swartz (AADDG bB), p. 51.
Barbara Reed Swartz (James) (AADDG B), pp. 28, 50.
Barbara Swartz (ABa), p. 6.
Barbara Swartz (Pifer) (Ae), p. 5.
Barbara Swartz (Snoots) (ABA), pp. 6, 9.
Barbara Taylor (Swisher) (AccAH A-wife), p. 57.
BANNER, Judy Anninta (Swartz) (AADDa D-wife), p. 53.
Barry Swisher (AccAD A), p. 34.
BEAHM, Ralph (AABMa-hus.), p. 26.
BEIDLER, Jane (Hildebrand) (AADDa D-wife), p. 46.
BELL, Fred B. (AAAaB a-hus.), p. 54.
BELL, Charles E. (AccAb b-hus.), p. 56.
BELL, Drucilla E. (AccAb bb), p. 56.
BELL, Inetta (AccAb bc), p. 56.
BELL, Rodney A. (AccAb ba), p. 56.
BLY, Ida Florence (Miller) (AGgCa), pp. 19, 37.
BLY, John William (AGgA), pp. 11, 18.
BLY, Linda Anne (AGgFA c), p. 38.
BLY, Leona Marie (Greene) (AGgDb), p. 19.
BLY, Luther Lee (AGgF), pp. 11, 20.
BLY, Margaret (Hockenberry) (AGgb), pp. 11, 19.
BLY, Mary Eleanor (Lantz) (AGgi), pp. 11, 20.
BLY, Nellie May (AGgAb), p. 19.
BLY, Oar Lee (AGgFC), p. 20.
BLY, Peter (AGgD), pp. 11, 19.
BLY, Peter Philip (AGg-hus.), p. 11.
BLY, Ruby (Lowe) (AGgCB a), p. 37.
BLY, Viola (Fleming) (AGgh), pp. 11, 20.
BLY, William Cecil, Jr. (AGgFA B), p. 38.
BLY, William Cecil, Sr. (AGgFA), pp. 20, 38.
BODINE, Adelaine Carol (Thunen) (ADDFc B-wife), p. 31.
BODINt, Cecil Harold, Jr. ( ACCAg A), pp. 34, 57.
BUNDt, Cecil Harold, Sr. ( ACCAg-hus.), p. 34.
BONNY, Theresa Lynn (ACAg Aa), p. 57.
Bonnie (ACAI A-wife), p. 35.
BONOMINI, Jacqueline (AADaC ca), p. 48.
BONOMlNI, Rene (AADaC e-hus.), p. 48.
BOWt (ABCca-hus.), p. 33.
BOWDEN, Agnes (ABCca c), p. 33.
BOWDEN, Metta (Ramey) (ABCca a), p. 33.
BOWDEN, Theima (Hines) (ABCca b), p. 33.
BOLT, Norman (ABCBD a-hus.), p. 33.
BOWERS, Auburn Franklin, Jr. (ABCBB gB), p. 55.
BOWERS, Auburn Franklin, Sr. (ABCBB g-hus.), p. 55.
BOWERS, Christopher Allen (ABCBB gE), p. 55.
BOWERS, Linda Marie (ABCBB gd), p. 55.
BOWERS, Martin Lee (ABCBB gc), p. 55.
BOWMAN (ABE-wife), p. 10.
BOWMAN, George (ABF-hus.), p. 6.
Boyd S. Miller, Jr. (AGgCa A), p. 37.
Boyd S. Miller, Sr. (AGgCa-hus.), p. 37.
Brenda Lois Weeks (AABBG db), p. 41.
Brenda Reed James (AABBH ba), p. 50.
BRITTON, Barbara Ann (AABEmd Ab), p. 45.
BRITTON, Carl Patrick (AABEmd AD), p. 45.
BRITTON, Robert (AABEmd A), pp. 26, 45.
BRITTON, Robert Lee (AABEmd AG), p. 45.
BRITTON, Shelley Lee (AABEmd Ab), p. 45.
Bruce Nathanael Swartz (AABFA), p. 12.
Bruce Lord Swartz (AADCB AD), p. 49.
BUGBECK, Catherine Fairbanks (Swartz) (AADFA-wife), p. 30.
BUGBECK, Mae (Bly) (AAGFA-wife), p. 38.
Büchner, John (Acd-hus.), p. 10.
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CADDALL, Virginia (Lohr) (AADFA B-wife), p. 58.
Calvin Franklin Swartz (ABCBB H), pp. 32, 55.
Calvin S. Swartz (AABB), pp. 8, 13.
CALVIN, Lucy (Bly) (AAGQ-wife), p. 19.
Carl Lee Eysart (ABCBB B), p. 33.
Carl Long Swartz (AADCB AA), p. 49.
Carl Patrick Britton (AADCB AD), p. 45.
Carl N. All (AABBE-hus.), p. 24.
Carol Ann Minor (ABBFJ eu), p. 43.
Carol Iveren Freerick (AADCB bo), p. 50.
Carol Fittott (Swartz) (AADCA A-wife), p. 48.
Carol Jeanne Urndorff (AABFD Co), p. 39.
Caroline McCorr Swartz (ADFB Aa), p. 58.
Caroline Swartz Penfield (AADCC sb), p. 51.
Casalyn Thatcher Swartz (AADCD AC), p. 51.
CAIN, Pearl Marie (Mishler) (AABBa B-wife), p. 53.
CAILLAS, Cyrilla (McInteer, Swartz) (AADFBB A-wife), p. 53.
Casper Giner Swartz (ABCB), pp. 9, 16.
Catherine Buckley Janes (AADCB bb), p. 50.
Catherine Fairbanks Bugbee (Swartz) (AADFA-wife), p. 30.
Catherine Frances Swartz (ABDea), p. 9.
Catherine Gwen Leonard (AADDC bb), p. 52.
Catherine Koliner (Bly) (AGGAC-wife), p. 36.
Catherine Louise McClain (Hildebrand) (AACDC D-wife), p. 48.
Catherine Rachel Swartz (AADCD Ob), p. 51.
Catherine Swartz (Hockman) (ADB), p. 6.
Catherine W. Miller (AABF), p. 7.
Catrina Funkhouser (Swartz) (ABCBB A-wife), p. 55.
Cecil Harold Bondy, Jr. (AABBg A), pp. 34, 57.
Cecil Harold Bondy, Sr. (AABCG-hus.), p. 34.
Charlene Conner Swartz (Duncan) (AADBF1), p. 12.
Charlene Mae Ornbauff (Penley) (AABFE f), pp. 22, 44.
Charlene Weightman (Shrigley) (AABBL a), p. 23.
Charles Benjamin Swartz (AADCB), pp. 14, 23.
Charles Casper Swartz (ABCBB E), pp. 32, 55.
Charles Clyde Myers (AABJd-hus.), p. 25.
Charles Dana Swartz (AADDE), pp. 15, 30.
Charles David Shadle (AABFG FA), p. 41.
Charles E. Bell (Acchb h-hus.), p. 56.
Charles Greene (AGgJo-hus.), p. 19.
Charles Kephart Swartz (AADD), pp. 8, 15.
Charles Lewis Minor (AABFj CA), p. 43.
Charles Lewis Orndorff (AABFe CA), p. 29.
Charles Luther Swartz (AECB), pp. 9, 16.
Charles Steven Minor (AABFj eA), p. 43.
Charles Sudier (ACCAE), p. 17.
Charles Sudier (ACCAI C), p. 35.
Charlotte DeLinger (Swartz) (ABCBB C-wife), p. 32.
Charlotte Konine Orndorff (AABF Aa), p. 38.
Cheryl Jo Bailey (AABFj ba), p. 42.
Chester Arthur Walker (AccAb CA), p. 57.
Christian Swartz (AH), p. 5.
Christina Swartz (Funkhouser) (AF), p. 5.
Christine Marie English (AABFe aA), p. 60.
Christopher Allen Bowers (ABCBB aB), p. 55.
Christopher Edward Fainter (AABFj FD), p. 43.
Christopher John Urban (AABJd aB), p. 45.
Christopher William Klein (AADDa aA), p. 46.
Cindy Louise Orndorff (AABFe Ee), p. 40.
Cynthia Louise Bergen (AABFG cd), p. 41.
Clara McVina Swartz (Erskine) (AABFb), pp. 13, 23.
Clarence Coffman (AGgAb-hus.), p. 19.
Clarence Martin Ely (AGgCB), pp. 19, 37.
CLAUK, Delane (Richard) (ABCBB d-wife), p. 33.
CLASS, Kathleen Marie (AADDa Bab), p. 59.
CLASS, Kenneth R. (AADDa Ba-hus.), p. 59.
CLAS, Linda June (AADDa Bac), p. 59.
Claudia May Jackson (Swartz) (ACBae), pp. 16, 17.
Clayton Urban (AABJd a-hus.), p. 45.
CLAY, Haby (Swartz) (ABCBB E-wife), p. 55.
COFFMAN, Clarence (AGgAb-hus.), p. 19.
COFFMAN, Newton (ABCbb-hus.), p. 17.
GOLBY (ABCc-hus.), pp. 9, 16.
GOLBY, Addie (Borden) (ABCca), p. 16.
GOLBY, pearl (Dyson) (ABCOb), p. 16.
GONNEX, Amanda Elizabeth (Murr) (ADaad), p. 18.
GONNEX, Anna Mabel (Harris) (ADdaf), p. 18.
GONNEX, Bertha Susan (Rose) (ADiada), p. 18.
GONNEX, Bennett (ADDa-us.), p. 18.
1-GONNEX, Elsie Virginia (Forney, Orndorff) (AABFe A-wife), p. 22.
GONNEX, Laura Grace (Provis) (ABcdg), p. 18.
GONNEX, Mary Alice (AABF -wife), p. 12.
GONNEX, Nora Magnes (Youtzy) (ADdab), p. 13.
GONNEX, Samuel Floyd (ADIA), p. 18.
GONNEX, Tellulah Gertrude (Goodman) (ADDad), p. 18.
GONNEX, Wilson Bennett, Jr. (ADdIA A), p. 35.
GONNEX, Wilson Bennett, Sr. (ADdAL), pp. 18, 35.
Constance Marie Swartz (Hobie) (AABFe f/), pp. 22, 41.
COPINHAVAER, Ann (Keister) (AAea), pp. 9, 15.
COPINHAVER, Henry N. (AAae-hus.), p. 5.
COFF, Eliza (Swartz) (ABC-wife), p. 9.
Cora Ann Leakey (Wilkens) (AABFe a), p. 32.
Cora Margaret Newmaster (AABFe a), p. 24.
Cora Madea Bly (Moodna) (AABB-c), pp. 19, 37.
CONNN (AABFe -hus.), p. 7.
Corey Anne Powell (AABFe a), p. 44.
Coryneta Van Shute Hardin (AADDCA Ha-hus.), p. 49.
CUMMER, Nan (Hockenberry) (AAGgB-wife), p. 36.
COPKE. Suzanne (Hildebrand) (AADDaC -wife), p. 27.
GRAUHANN, James Lewis (AABM A), p. 45.
GRAUHANN, Shirley (ABild b-hus.), p. 45.
GRAUHANN, Wayne Stuart (AABM bB), p. 45.
CROFT, Margaret (Hockenberry) (AAGgB-wife), p. 36.
CROCKETT, Oliver Eddy (Swartz) (AADDG-wife), p. 28.
CULBERTSON, Dorothy (Adasworth) (AADDa a), p. 30.
CULBERTSON, Sandra (Kauser) (AADDa b), p. 30.
Cynthia Kaye Williams (AABF a Cd), p. 42.
Cyndia Cecilia (McInteer, Swartz) (AADDa A-wife), p. 53.

D

Dana David Walker, Jr. (AccAb C), p. 34.
Dana David Walker, Sr. (AccAb -hus.), p. 33.
Daniel Bly Miller (Ac-hus.), p. 20.
Daniel Grabill (Ac-hus.), p. 6.
Daniel Howard Hildebrand (AADDa D), pp. 27, 48.
Daniel Milton Hildebrand (AADDa DD), p. 4.
Donna Dee Swartz (Hamlin) (AADCA Ba), p. 49.
Donna Josephine Lawson (Williams) (AABFj H-wife), p. 44.
Donna May Weeks (AABFG Uc), p. 41.
Doris Ann Walker (AUFBB ba), p. 56.
Doris Pauline Williams (Hailey) (AABFj b), pp. 23, 42.
Dorothy Cubertson (Woodworth) (AADDD a), p. 30.
Dorothy Lou Allen (Sawyer) (AABd B-wife), p. 47.
Dorothy Virginia Swisher (Anderson) (AccAf), pp. 17, 44.
Douglas Calvin Bly (AGgDA), p. 19.
Douglas Juff (AGgCc B), p. 37.
Douglas Paul Williams (AABFj CC), p. 42.
DruCanT, E. Bell (AccAb B), p. 56.
DubarAU, Dolor (AABIu-hus.), p. 13.
DUFF, Douglas (AGgCc B), p. 37.
DUFF, Harold (AGgCc A), p. 37.
DUFF, Ray (AGgCc-hus.), p. 37.
DunaCAN, Wallace Lawrud (AABF1-hus.), p. 12.
Duval Hines (ABCca b-hus.), p. 33.
DYSAnT (ABCco-hus.), p. 33.
DYSAnT, Annabelle (ABCcb a), p. 33.
DYSAnT, Carl Lee (ABCcb B), p. 33.
DYSAnT, Jay Lynn (ABCcb C), p. 33.
DYSAnT, Ralph (ABCcb E), p. 33.

E

Earl Jackson (ACbaC), p. 17.
Earl Lester Heilmright (AAbAb b-hus), p. 20.
Earnest Campbell Lemley (AAaaA-hus), p. 31.
Ed Benner (ABE-a-hus.), p. 10.
Evaith Swartz (Beahn) (AABMWe), pp. 14, 26.
Eina Diehl (Britton) (AABId A-wife), p. 45.
Eina May Lindsay (Swartz) (AABF-wife), p. 15.
ESILS, Grace Cherry (Swarts) (AABFG B-wife), p. 22.
Esther May Swarts (AABFG a), p. 16.
ESILS, LeRoy, II (AABFG Ca-hus.), p. 39.
Esther Swarts (Richard) (AABFG a), pp. 16, 13.
Eugenia Ruth Barker (Swarts) (AABFG B-wife), p. 31.
Eva Maye Lohr (AABFG a), p. 32.
Evangeline Gertrude Heishman (Lindamood) (AABFG B-wife), p. 25.
Evelyn Shittington (Noby) (AABFG a), p. 22.

FAHNSSTOCK, Bessie (Ely) (AGG h-wife), p. 20.
Fannie Gochecour (Swarts) (AABFG B-wife), p. 32.
FAKT (AABFG a-hus.), p. 10.
FARMER, Margaret Leaver (Swarts) (AABFG B-wife), p. 29.
FAVAK, Lydia (Ely) (AGG B-wife), p. 19.
FEDERAN, Pat (Swarts) (AABFG AB-wife), p. 49.
FEDERAN, Mary Catherine (Swarts) (AABFG-wife), p. 16.
Ferdinand Klein (AABFG a-hus.), p. 46.
FILLEMAN, Eleanor (Hockenberrry) (AGG B-wife), p. 36.
FINLEY, Betty (White) (AABFG A-wife), p. 44.
FITCH, Barbara (Hildebrand) (AABFG AB-wife), p. 46.
FLEMING, Harry Lee (AGG A), p. 20.
FLEMING, Irl (AGG A-hus.), p. 20.
FLEMING, Michael (AGG B A), p. 38.
FLEMING, Teddy Paul (AGG B), pp. 20, 38.
Florence Eleanor Swartz (AABFG A), p. 38.
Floyd Almer Seeka, Jr. (AABFG A), p. 41.
Floyd Almer Seeka, Sr. (AABFG B-hus.), p. 41.
FOLTZ, James Randolph (AABFG B A), p. 54.
FOLTZ, Michelle Susan (AABFG B A), p. 54.
FOLTZ, Ralph, Jr. (AABFG B A), p. 54.
FOLTZ, Ralph, Sr. (AABFG B-hus.), p. 54.
FOLTZ, Sharon Louise (AABFG B A), p. 54.
FUNITAINE, Anthony de Lisle (AABFG A), p. 54.
FUNITAINE, Elmer Bernard (AABFG A-hus.), p. 31.
FUNITAINE, Joel de Lisle (AABFG A), pp. 31, 52.
FUNITAINE, Lois Sara (Grace, Munson) (AABFG B), p. 31.
FUNITAINE, Lorelle Grace (Anley) (AABFG A), pp. 31, 53.
FOWLER, Ruth Elizabeth (Swartz) (AABFG B-wife), p. 20.
Francis Hughes (Swartz) (AABFG B-wife), p. 13.
Frank Hockenberry (AGgb-hus.), p. 19.
Frank McKim Swartz, Jr. (AADDC A), p. 29.
Frank McKim Swartz, Sr. (AADDC), pp. 15, 29.
Frank Swartz (ABCBB), pp. 16, 32.
Franklin B. Anderson (AccAf-hus.), p. 34.
Franklin Marion Swartz (AABM), p. 8, 14.
Fred B. Beidler (AABa-hus.), p. 54.
Fred McFarland (ABCBB i-hus.), p. 56.
Frederick Garland McFarland (ABCBB 1B), p. 56.
Frederick Jackson (AcbaD), p. 17.
Fredrick, Carol Heren (AADCB Ca), p. 50.
Fredrick, John Billington (AADCB cB, p. 50.
Fredrick, Peter Carey (AADCB eC), p. 50.
Fredrick, Robert Allen (AADCB c-hus.), p. 50.
Fredrick, Melba Haimean (ABCBB A-wife), p. 54.
Funkhouser, Catrina (Swartz) (ABCBB H-wife), p. 55.
1-Funkhouser, Martin (Af-hus.), p. 5.
2-Funkhouser, Regina (Swartz) (AA-wife), p. 5.
Purr, Stewart (Acbc-hus.), p. 10.

Gail Richards Swartz (AADCB Ab), p. 49.
Gary Eugene Thompson (AABFG eB), p. 41.
Gary Swartz (ABCBB AB), p. 54.
Gayle Lynn Levelle (AccAb de), p. 57.
George Bowman (ABf-hus.), p. 6.
George Colfax Swartz (ABDE), pp. 9, 16.
George Franklin Paul (AGgbf B), p. 37.
George Hockman (ABDH-hus.), p. 17.
George Otto Swartz (AADG), pp. 9, 15.
George Shrigley (AABFa a-hus.), p. 23.
George Swartz (AB), p. 5.
George Swartz (ABD), p. 7.
Gerard Kinsell Swartz, I (AODFD A), pp. 31, 53.
Gerard Kinsell Swartz, II (AODFD AG), p. 53.
Gerard Luther Orndorff (AABFa a-hus.), pp. 21, 38.
Gertie Ellen Lindamood (AAabc), p. 11.
Gideon Swartz (AAC), p. 5.
Glasch, Ildillian Belle (Swartz) (AADCA-wife), p. 28.
Gockel Clark, Fannie (Swartz) (ABCBB-wife), p. 32.
Colley, Jane Regina (Swartz) (ADPBB A-wife), p. 58.
Goodman, John (AAdad-hus.), p. 18.
Grabill, Daniel (Ac-hus.), p. 6.
Grace Cherry Estes (Swartz) (AABFG B-wife), p. 22.
Grace Allen Wisman (ABCBa Ac), p. 54.
Grace Owen Miller (Keister) (AAeaB-wife), p. 32.
Grace Swartz (Myers) (AABB), pp. 13, 25.
Grace Swartz (Wisman) (ABCBa), pp. 16, 32.
GuADK, John Richard (AADGa b-hus.), p. 31.
GRAY, Emory Stewart, Sr. (AABMd-hus.), p. 26.
GRAY, Laura Elizabeth (Crausharn) (AABMd b), pp. 26, 45.
GRAY, Emory Stewart (AADGa b-hus.), p. 19.
GRAY, Willis (ACCAG-hus.), p. 34.
Gregory Dean White (AABKa AB), p. 44.
Gregory Reed Swartz (AADCA CB), p. 49.
Guthrie Reed Swarts (AADCA C), pp. 23, 49.
Guy Ernest Swartz (ABDGA), pp. 16, 17.
Guy Neal (ABCDb-hus.), p. 16.
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HAILÉY, Cheryl Jo (AABFJ ba), p. 42.
HAILÉY, Joel Swartz (AABFJ bC), p. 42.
HAILÉY, John Carter (AABFJ bB), p. 42.
HAILÉY, Lyman Griffith (AABFJ b-hus.), p. 42.
HAMLIN, Cornelius Van Shuts (AADCA Ba-hus.), p. 49.
Hannah Swartz (Grabill, Wilkins) (Ac), pp. 5, 6.
Hannah Wilekins (Kibler) (Acb), pp. 6, 10.
Harold Duff (AGgCa Aa), p. 37.
Harold Frederick Swartz (ABCBB C), p. 32.
Harold Lee Pingley (ABCBB i-hus.), p. 56.
HARKER, Ralph (AGgPA a-hus.), p. 38.
Harris B. Jones (AADCB b-hus.), p. 50.
HARRIS (ADdia-hus.), p. 18.
HARRIS, Kenneth (Orndorff) (AABFj CB-wife), p. 39.
Harriet Irene Anderson (ACCaF Aa), p. 57.
Harriet Ruth Hildebrand (Class) (AADsA Ba), pp. 46, 59.
Harry Alford Swartz (ABDGA), p. 16.
Harry Grant Swartz (ABDQ), p. 9.
Harry Howard Bly (AGggc), pp. 11, 19.
Harry Howard Hockenberry (AGgba), pp. 19, 36.
Harry Lee Fleming (AGgHA), p. 20.
Harry Miller Lindamood (AABSE), pp. 11, 21.
Harry Furvis (ADdia-hus.), p. 18.
Harry Walter Walker (ADFBB bB), p. 58.
Hattie Bly (AGge), p. 11.
Hazel Hockman (ABDna), p. 17.
Helen Bream Swartz (McDowell) (AABk), pp. 14, 25.
Helen Elizabeth Derby (Swartz) (AADDA B-wife), p. 29.
Helen Marie Swartz (Mowry) (ABCBB d), pp. 32, 55.
Helen Modena (AGge a), p. 37.
Helen Morrison (Swartz) (AADCA C-wife), p. 49.
Helen Swartz (Newmaster) (AAEjC), pp. 13, 24.
HENDRISON, Nannie Margaret (Swartz) (AABJ Wife), p. 13.
Henrietta Swartz (Colby) (abh), pp. 9, 16.
Henry Warren Keister (AAeaB), pp. 16, 32.
Henry Wiltzine (Ac-hus.), p. 6.
Herbert Thornton Mooney (AABFG a-hus.), p. 40.
Herbert Walter Walker (ADEFBB b-hus.), p. 58.
Herman Frank Swartz, Jr. (AADFD), pp. 15, 31.
Herman Frank Swartz, Sr. (AADF), pp. 8, 15.
HILDEBRAND, Alexander (AADaA B), pp. 27, 46.
HILDEBRAND, Alice Louise (AADaA Db), p. 47.
HILDEBRAND, Anne-Marie (Koonce) (AADaC c), pp. 27, 48.
HILDEBRAND, Daniel Howard (AADaC D), pp. 27, 48.
HILDEBRAND, Daniel Milton (AADaC DD), p. 47.
HILDEBRAND, Debra Anne (AADaC Da), p. 48.
HILDEBRAND, Harriet Ruth (Class) (AADaA Ba), pp. 46, 59.
HILDEBRAND, Homer Howard (AADaC), pp. 14, 27.
HILDEBRAND, Howard Ovid (AADaC hus.), p. 14.
HILDEBRAND, Janet (AADaA Bb), p. 46.
HILDEBRAND, Jeanette (Klein) (AADaA a), pp. 27, 46.
HILDEBRAND, Joan Claire (AADaC c), pp. 27, 48.
HILDEBRAND, Joel Henry (AADaA), pp. 14, 27.
HILDEBRAND, Jonathan David (AADaC BB), p. 47.
HILDEBRAND, Kathryn Jane (AADaC Dd), p. 47.
HILDEBRAND, Kern (AADaA CB), p. 46.
HILDEBRAND, Louise (Klein) (AADaA a), pp. 27, 46.
HILDEBRAND, Margaret (Sawyer) (AADaB), pp. 14, 27.
HILDEBRAND, Mary Kathlaen (AADaA Be), p. 46.
HILDEBRAND, Milton (AADaA C), pp. 27, 46.
HILDEBRAND, Paul Henry, Jr. (AADaC BA), p. 47.
HILDEBRAND, Paul Henry, Sr. (AADaC B), pp. 27, 47.
HILDEBRAND, Peter Henry (AADaC DA), p. 47.
HILDEBRAND, Robert Steven (AADaC DB), p. 46.
HILDEBRAND, Roger Henry (AADaA D), pp. 27, 48.
HILDEBRAND, Ross (AADaC CA), p. 46.
HILDEBRAND, Suzanne Marguerite (AADaC a), p. 27.
I

Ida Florence Bly (Miller) (AGgCa), pp. 19, 37.
Ida Holmes (Swartz) (ABDE-wife), p. 16.
Ina Swisher (AcCA d), p. 35.
Inetta Bell (AccAb bc), p. 56.
Irene Janet Phillips (Swartz) (AADFA B-wife), p. 52.
Irene Swartz (Hockman) (ABCBC), pp. 16, 33.
Irl Fleming (AGgh-hus.), p. 20.
Irving Swartz (ABCBE), p. 16.
Isaac S. Hockman (ADb-hus.), p. 6.
Isabel Mildred Swartz (Bergen) (AABFG c), pp. 22, 40.
Isaiah Swartz (AABB), p. 8.
Isobel Patricia Scott (Swartz) (AADCD c-wife), p. 51.
Israel Lindamood (AAab-hus.), p. 11.

J

Jack Allen Swartz (ABCBB F), p. 32.
Jack Bream McDowell (AAKd B), p. 25.
Jack Allan Williams, Jr. (AABFj CB), p. 42.
Jack William Williams, Sr. (AABFj C), pp. 23, 42.
Jack Jackson, Claudia May (Swartz) (Acbae), pp. 16, 17.
Jackson, Earl (AcbaC), p. 17.
Jackson, Elsie (Hunt) (Acbab), p. 17.
Jackson, Frederick (AcbaD), p. 17.
Jackson, Luther (Acba-hus.), p. 17.
Jackson, Mamie (Lambert) (Acbae), p. 17.
Jacob Franklin Lindamood (AAabA), pp. 11, 20.
Jacob Miller (AAab-hus.), p. 7.
Jacqueline Kay Swartz (ADFBB Ca), p. 58.
James Cotner Hockenberry (AGgbA A), p. 36.
James Edward Bergen (AABFG c-hus.), p. 40.
James Hugh Omendorf (AABFe E), pp. 22, 40.
James Lewis Grausarn (AABMd ba), p. 45.
James Randolph Folts (ABCB bD), p. 54.
Jane Abbott Keister (Beidler, Shaner) (AAGsB a), pp. 32, 54.
Jane Beedle (Hildebrand) (AADAA D-wife), p. 46.
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RABBI (ABCBA a-hus.), p. 33.
Ray Duff (AGGCe-hus.), p. 37.
Rebecca Ann Miller (Snarr) (AAad), pp. 7, 12.
Rebecca Ann Swartz (Miller) (AAa), pp. 5, 7.
Rebecca Lane Swartz (AADCD Ca), p. 51.
Rebecca Lynn Williams (AADFJ Db), p. 43.
REED, John (AB-hus.), p. 7.
Regina Funkhouser (Swartz) (AADKj Db), p. 43.
Regina Swartz (Copenhaver) (AAe), pp. 5, 8.
Regis Eugene Penley (AADDf s-hus.), p. 40.
René Boucini (AADDC c-hus.), p. 48.
ROEBIS, Mary Veronica (Hildebrand) (AADAC B-wife), p. 47.
Richard Hall Miswall, Jr. (AADCC a-hus.), p. 50.
Richard Hall Miswall, III (AADCC ab), p. 50.
Richard Peter Nielsen (AADFC a-hus.), p. 31.
Richard Wayne Williams (AABFj DA), p. 43.
MICHAUD, John Wesley (ABCBD C), p. 33.
MICHAUD, Mildred (Bott) (ABCBD a), p. 33.
MICHAUD, Oscar (ABCBD-hus.), p. 33.
Nick Misman (ABCBD AB), p. 54.
Robert Allen Frederick (AADGB c-hus.), p. 50.
Robert Britton (AADGB-hus.), pp. 26, 45.
Robert C. Weightman (AABIA B), p. 23.
Robert Elden Swisher, Sr. (AccAI), pp. 17, 35.
Robert Franklin Swartz (AADCD C), pp. 29, 51.
Robert Hildebrand Sawyer (AADGB B), pp. 27, 47.
Robert Johnson (AccAb A-hus.), p. 56.
Robert Joseph Urban (AABkD aA), p. 45.
Robert L. Hockman (ABCBD-hus.), p. 33.
Robert Lee Britton (AADMB AC), p. 45.
Robert Steven Hildebrand (AADAC DB), p. 48.
Robert Weightman (AABIA-hus.), p. 23.
Robin Swartz (AADGB Bb), p. 47.
Robert, Delano (AABmB A-hus.), p. 22.
Rodney A. Bell (AccAb bA), p. 56.
Roger Henry Hildebrand (AADM A), pp. 27, 46.
HOSCHAND, Adelia (Swartz) (AADB-wife), p. 8.
Ross Hildebrand (AADM CA), p. 46.
Rolley, Walter (AADMB-hus.), p. 18.
Rowena Beck (Swisher) (AccAI-wife), p. 35.
HUBLE, Charles David (AABBG FA), p. 41.
HUBLE, Suzanne Marie (AABBG FB), p. 41.
HUBLE, William David (AABBG F-hus.), p. 41.
Ruby Cleem (Swartz) (AEBE E-wife), p. 55.
Ruby Lindamood (Himalright) (AABPA b), p. 20.
Ruby Phillips (Swartz) (AADG-wife), p. 15.
Ruth Elizabeth Fowler (Swartz) (AADGB-wife), p. 28.
Ruth Kearn Swisher (Walker) (AccAb), pp. 17, 33.
Ruth Passmore Hull (Swartz) (AADGB-wife), p. 29.
ADAM, Mamie (Jackson) (AcbaD-wife), p. 17.

Samuel Floyd Conner (AAda-hus.), p. 18.

Samuel Smoote (AAda-hus.), p. 9.

Samuel Swartz (ABF), pp. 6, 10.

Sandra Keck (Bondy) (ACAg-A-wife), p. 57.


Sarah Alice Swartz (ABFC), p. 9.


Sarah Elizabeth Swartz (Walker) (ADPBB-b), p. 35.

Sarah Frances Swartz (Lohr) (ADFa), pp. 11, 18.

Sarah Huffman Conner) (AAda), pp. 10, 18.

Sarah Ina Kuppinger (Swisher) (ACAg-wife), p. 17.

Sarah Layfies (Swartz) (AD-wife), p. 6.


Sarah Regina Swartz (Hildebrand) (AAda), pp. 6, 14.

Sarah Snarr (Swartz) (AC-wife), p. 6.

Sarah Warner (Swartz) (AE-vife), p. 5.

Sarah Williams, Benson (ACBc-a-hus.), p. 33.


Sarah Margaret Phyllis (Swartz) (AAda-b), pp. 27, 31.

Sarah Phyllis (Swartz) (AAda-b), p. 47.


Sarah Robert Hildebrand (AAda-b), pp. 27, 47.

Sarah Robin (AAda-b), p. 47.


Sarah William Alfred, Jr. (AAda-c), pp. 27, 47.

Sarah William Alfred, Sr. (AAda-bhus.), p. 27.

Sarah William Alfred, III (AAda-b), p. 47.


SCHMIDT, Joseph William (AAda-bhus.), p. 45.

Scott Hodena (AGCA-bhus.), p. 37.

SCOTT, Isabel Patricia (Swartz) (AAda-C-wife), p. 51.

SEVERANCE, Allen (Hildebrand) (AAda-b-wife), p. 46.

Sevilla Kibler (Furr) (AAbc), p. 10.

SHANK, Howard S. (AAda-b-hus.), p. 54.

SHANK, Sally Jane (AAda-ab), p. 54.

SHANK, Steven Heister (AAda-ab), p. 54.

Sharon Elizabeth Orndorff (AAdaFb-c), p. 41.


Sharon Louise Foltz (ACBB-b), p. 54.

Sharyn Kay Long (AGAg-a), p. 38.
SHEELY, Donald Calvin (AABFd d-hus.), p. 21.
Shelba Jean Swartz (McFarland, Fingley) (ABCBB i), pp. 32, 56.
Sheril Lynn Swisher (AccAH Ab), p. 57.
Sherri Lee Britton (AABMd Ab), p. 45.
Sherry Diane McFarland (ABCBB ic), p. 56.
Shirley Ann Hockman (Sarnowski) (ABCBC d), p. 33.
Shirley Grausharn (AAMAd b-hus.), p. 45.
SMIGLEY, George (AABIA a-hus.), p. 23.
Simmarah Swartz (AGA), p. 7.
SIMMONS, Delores (Swarts) (ABCBB F-wife), p. 32.
SINGHAES, Mary Elizabeth (Lindamood) (AAabA-wife), p. 20.
SMITH, Agnes (whittington) (AABFe D-wife), p. 42.
SMITH, Elizabeth (Walker) (AccAb A-wife), pp. 10, 56.
SMOOCH, Odell Ray (AGGAa-hus.), p. 19.
SMOCHT, Lydia Catherine (ABAs), p. 9.
SMOCHT, Samuel (ABa-hus.), p. 9.
SMARR, Earl (AAaAa), p. 12.
SMARR, Sarah (Swartz) (AGA-wife), p. 6.
Solon Huffman Swartz (AAB), pp. 8, 13.
Sonoma Deck (Swisher) (AccAH A-wife), p. 34.
SPANGLER, Judy Belle (Williams) (AABFg G-wife), p. 42.
Stella Orndorff (Lindamood) (AAaAb D-wife), p. 20.
Stephen Coggin Wiswall (AADCC aA), p. 50.
Steven Earl Leonard (AADDC bA), p. 52.
Steven Henry Klein (AADaA aA), p. 46.
Steven Kelster Shaner (AAaAb aA), p. 54.
Stewart Furr (AABFc-hus.), p. 10.
Stewart Whittington (AABFH C), p. 22.
STÄHLER, Anna Elizabeth (Swarts) (ADFh D-wife), p. 12.
STÄRGESS, Sylvia (Swartz) (AADCA CA-wife), p. 49.
SULLIVAN, Dorris Bea (Orndorff) (AABFe E-wife), p. 40.
SUMMAY, Linda Gail (Mooney) (AABFG aB-wife), p. 40.
Susan Carol Penley (AABFe fA), p. 40.
Susan Ellen Beydler (Swarts) (ADF- wife), p. 11.
Susan Grace Hunter (Swarts) (AADC E-wife), p. 15.
Susan Marie Nowry (ABCBB db), p. 55.
Susan Swartz (Mishler) (AABJb), pp. 13, 24.
Susan Wilkins (Swisher) (Acc), pp. 6, 10.
Susannah Lehman (Swartz) (A-A wife), p. 5.
Susannah Swartz (Huffman) (ADD), pp. 6, 10.
Susannah Swarts (Reedy) (AGA), p. 7.
Suzanne Coupel (Hildebrand) (AADaC-wife), p. 27.
Suzanne Elizabeth Wood (Williams) (AABF-j-wife), p. 43.
Suzanne Marguerite Hildebrand (AADaC &), p. 27.
Suzanne Marie Hildebrand (AABFP q), p. 41.
Swartz, Ada Savilla (ABDg), p. 9.
Swartz, Adelia (AABa), p. 8.
Swartz, Adina Lynn (ABCBBBa), p. 55.
Swartz, Agrabella Baker (Goffman, Hockman) (AABH), pp. 9, 17.
Swartz, Alan Douglas (AADFA BB), p. 53.
Swartz, Alberta Elizabeth (Weightman) (AABlf), pp. 13, 23.
Swartz, Alma (Honeycutt) (AABPM), pp. 12, 23.
Swartz, Amanda (AGh), p. 7.
1-Swartz, Amanda Catherine (Bly) (AGBA-wife), p. 18.
Swartz, Ann Reed (Mawall) (AADCC &), pp. 28, 50.
Swartz, Amanda (AGh), p. 9.
Swartz, Arthur Bugbee (AADFA &), pp. 30, 52.
Swartz, Barbara (Pifer) (A&), p. 5.
Swartz, Barbara (Smoots) (A&), pp. 6, 9.
Swartz, Barbara Lynn (AADCC &), p. 51.
Swartz, Barbara Reed (Janee) (AADCC &), pp. 28, 50.
Swartz, Benjamin Franklin (ABCBB H), pp. 32, 55.
Swartz, Benjamin Franklin, Jr. (AADFB), pp. 28, 50.
Swartz, Benjamin Franklin, Sr. (AADFB), pp. 15, 30.
Swartz, Benjamin Franklin, III (AADFB), pp. 53.
Swartz, Betty Adina (Powers) (ABCBB g), pp. 32, 55.
Swartz, Bruce Elman (AABAs), p. 12.
Swartz, Bruce Lord (AADCC &), p. 49.
Swartz, Calvin Franklin (ABCBB H), pp. 32, 55.
Swartz, Calvin (AABK), pp. 32, 55.
Swartz, Carl Long (AADCC &), p. 49.
Swartz, Caroline (A &), pp. 58.
Swartz, Caroline (AABM), p. 8.
Swartz, Carolyn Hatcher (AADCD &), p. 51.
Swartz, Casper Timber (ABCBB H), pp. 9, 16.
Swartz, Catherine (Hockman) (A&), p. 6.
Swartz, Catherine Frances (A &), p. 9.
Swartz, Catherine Rachel (AADCD B), p. 51.
Swartz, Charlotte Corner (Hockman) (AABP), p. 12.
Swartz, Charles Benjamin (AADCB), pp. 14, 28.
Swartz, Charles Casper (ABCBB E), pp. 32, 55.
Swartz, Charles Dana (AADDE), pp. 15, 30.
Swartz, Charles Edward (AABC), pp. 8, 13.
Swartz, Charles Harry (ADFBC), p. 18.
Swartz, Charles Kepphart (AADD), pp. 8, 15.
Swartz, Charles Luther (ABCDB), pp. 9, 16.
SWARTZ, Christian (AH), p. 5.
SWARTZ, Christina (Funkhouser) (AF), p. 5.
SWARTZ, Christine Howard (AADDE c), p. 30.
SWARTZ, Clara Melvina (Erskine) (AADBe), pp. 13, 23.
SWARTZ, Constance Marie (Ruble) (AADFG f), pp. 22, 41.
SWARTZ, Darla Jane (AADFD Ab), p. 53.
SWARTZ, David Allen (ABCBB HA), p. 55.
SWARTZ, David Fowler (AADCB A), pp. 28, 49.
SWARTZ, David Lane (AADCD A), pp. 29, 51.
SWARTZ, David Robert (AADFA Ba), p. 53.
SWARTZ, David Tibbott (AADCA AA), p. 49.
SWARTZ, Debra Lee (AADCA Ec), p. 49.
SWARTZ, Donald Markley (AADDA A), p. 29.
SWARTZ, Donald Morrison (AADCA CA), p. 49.
SWARTZ, Donald Reed (AADCD B), pp. 29, 51.
SWARTZ, Donna Dee (Hamlin) (AADCA Ba), p. 53.
SWARTZ, Eliza Ann (Corbin) (AG), p. 7.
SWARTZ, Elizabeth Frances (AADFD d), p. 31.
SWARTZ, Elizabeth Kinsell (Thuman) (AADFe), pp. 15, 30.
SWARTZ, Elizabeth Ruth (Whittington) (AABFe), pp. 12, 22.
SWARTZ, Elmer Lee (AADFG B), p. 22.
SWARTZ, Elsie (Neal) (ABCBB), p. 16.
SWARTZ, Emma Jane (ADFBB Ab), p. 58.
SWARTZ, Ernest Amerio (AADCA BB), p. 49.
SWARTZ, Esther May (ADFBa), p. 18.
SWARTZ, Ethel (Richard) (ABCBB), p. 16.
SWARTZ, Florence Elizabeth (White) (AABMa), pp. 14, 25.
SWARTZ, Frank (ABCBB), pp. 16, 32.
SWARTZ, Frank McKim, Jr. (AADDC A), p. 29.
SWARTZ, Frank McKim, Sr. (AADDC), pp. 15, 29.
SWARTZ, Franklin Marion (AABM), pp. 8, 14.
SWARTZ, Gail Richards (AADCB Ab), p. 49.
SWARTZ, Gary (ABCBB Ab), p. 54.
SWARTZ, George (AB), p. 5.
SWARTZ, George (AGE), p. 7.
SWARTZ, George Golfax (ABDE), pp. 9, 16.
SWARTZ, George Otto (AADG), pp. 8, 15.
SWARTZ, Gerard Kinsell, I (AADFD A), pp. 31, 53.
SWARTZ, Gerard Kinsell, II (AADFD AC), p. 53.
SWARTZ, Gideon (AAC), p. 5.
SWARTZ, Laura (AABe), p. 8.
SWARTZ, Laura (Kill, Cibula) (AABJe), pp. 13, 24.
SWARTZ, Laura Altha (ABFED Ac), p. 53.
SWARTZ, Lena Mae (Orndorff) (ABFEd), pp. 12, 21.
SWARTZ, Leona (Hinrichs) (ABWJa), p. 13.
SWARTZ, Lorraine Lois (Weeks) (AABFG d), pp. 22, 41.
SWARTZ, Louise (Banta) (ABEEc), pp. 14, 25.
SWARTZ, Louise Elizabeth (Mooney) (AABFG a), pp. 22, 40.
SWARTZ, Luther Ashby (ADFR), pp. 11, 18.
SWARTZ, Luther Edward (AABFG), pp. 12, 22.
SWARTZ, Lydia (Philips, Bowman) (ABf), p. 6.
SWARTZ, Lydia Margaret (Ely) (AGg), pp. 7, 11.
SWARTZ, Mabel Florence (ABEDa), p. 16.
SWARTZ, Margaret Ann (Thompson, Young) (AABFG e), pp. 22, 41.
SWARTZ, Margaret Killeen (Eldredge) (ABDB a), pp. 29, 52.
SWARTZ, Margaret Lane (ABDCC Aa), p. 51.
SWARTZ, Marian Nanette (ABFED Ad), p. 58.
SWARTZ, Marian (ABFBB), pp. 18, 35.
SWARTZ, Marion Swisher (ABFED A), pp. 35, 58.
SWARTZ, Martha Alberta (Williams) (AABFj), pp. 12, 23.
SWARTZ, Martha Gleeson (ABDCC Cd), p. 49.
SWARTZ, Martin Luther (AABF), pp. 8, 12.
SWARTZ, Mary Alice (Foltz) (ABBAE b), pp. 32, 54.
SWARTZ, Mary Anderson (DubBeau) (AABJd), p. 13.
SWARTZ, Mary Ann (AGd), p. 7.
SWARTZ, Mary Billington (Frederick) (ABDCC c), pp. 23, 50.
SWARTZ, Mary Elizabeth (Leonard) (ABDCC b), pp. 29, 52.
SWARTZ, Mary Emily (ABCa), p. 9.
SWARTZ, Mary Oliver (ABDCC Ab), p. 51.
SWARTZ, Mary Regina (AABh), p. 8.
SWARTZ, Melita (ABCCB Aa), p. 54.
SWARTZ, Michael Luther (ABFBB CC), p. 58.
SWARTZ, Michael Vincent (ABCCB EC), p. 55.
SWARTZ, Mildred Madeline (AABFK), p. 12.
SWARTZ, Moses (AGF), p. 7.
SWARTZ, Murphy Cleveland (ABFRA), p. 12.
SWARTZ, Noah (ABC), pp. 6, 9.
SWARTZ, Nora Bell (Orndorff) (AABFD), pp. 12, 21.
SWARTZ, Patricia Anne (AADCD Ad), p. 51.
SWARTZ, Paula Sue (ABCBB Eb), p. 55.
SWARTZ, Peter Frank (AADFD C), p. 31.
SWARTZ, Peter Gleason (AADCA AC), p. 49.
SWARTZ, Philip (AA), p. 5.
SWARTZ, Philip Gleason (AADCA B), pp. 28, 49.
SWARTZ, Philip Pink, Jr. (AADFA B), pp. 30, 52.
SWARTZ, Ralph Lee (ADECBB A), pp. 32, 54.
SWARTZ, Rebecca Ann (Miller) (AAa), pp. 5, 7.
SWARTZ, Rebecca Lane (AADCD Ca), p. 51.
SWARTZ, Regina (Copenhaver) (AAb), pp. 5, 8.
SWARTZ, Robert Franklin (AADCD C), pp. 29, 51.
SWARTZ, Samuel (ABE), pp. 5, 10.
SWARTZ, Sarah Alice (ABDe), p. 9.
SWARTZ, Sarah Elizabeth (AABh), p. 8.
SWARTZ, Sarah Elizabeth (AAb), p. 7.
SWARTZ, Sarah Elizabeth (Walker) (ADFA B), pp. 35, 58.
SWARTZ, Sarah Frances (Loehr) (ADFA), pp. 11, 18.
SWARTZ, Sarah Regina (Hildebrand) (AADa), pp. 8, 14.
SWARTZ, Shelba Jean (McFarland, Pingleton) (ADECBB 1), pp. 32, 56.
SWARTZ, Solon Huffman (AABJ), pp. 8, 13.
SWARTZ, Susan (Mishler) (AABBb), pp. 13, 24.
SWARTZ, Susannah (Huffman) (AAb), pp. 6, 10.
SWARTZ, Susannah (Reedy) (AGa), p. 7.
SWARTZ, Thelma Irene (Fontaine, Won) (AADGa), pp. 15, 31.
SWARTZ, Vesta (ADECc), p. 16.
SWARTZ, Virginia Frances (AABc), p. 8.
SWARTZ, Walter Dana (AADFD B), p. 31.
SWARTZ, William (AAB), pp. 5, 7.
SWARTZ, William (ABB), pp. 6, 9.
SWARTZ, William Allen (AADDA B), p. 29.
SWARTZ, William Allen, Jr. (AADGA AB), p. 49.
SWARTZ, William Allen, Sr. (AADGA A), pp. 28, 48.
SWARTZ, William Crosby (AADCD), pp. 14, 23.
SWARTZ, William Hamilton, Sr. (AADDB B), pp. 15, 29.
SWARTZ, William Lane (AADCDC B), p. 51.
SWARTZ, William Paley (AADC), pp. 8, 14.
SWISHER, Altha Marian (Swartz) (AccAC), pp. 17, 35.
SWISHER, Barry (AccAD A), p. 34.
SWISHER, Benjamin Francis (AccAH), pp. 17, 34.
SWISHER, Benjamin Lee (AccAH AA), p. 57.
SWISHER, Charles (AccAH), p. 17.
SWISHER, Charles (AccAI C), p. 35.
SWISHER, Donald Francis (AccAH A), pp. 34, 57.
SWISHER, Dorothy Virginia (Anderson) (AccAF), pp. 17, 34.
SWISHER, Ina (AccAI d), p. 35.
SWISHER, Jesse Kappinger (AccAA), p. 17.
SWISHER, John (AccAI B), p. 35.
SWISHER, John Wesley (AccA), pp. 10, 17.
SWISHER, Martha Sarah (Bondy, Greer) (AccAg), pp. 17, 34.
SWISHER, Michael William (Acc-hus.), p. 10.
SWISHER, Robert Elden, Jr. (AccAI A), p. 35.
SWISHER, Robert Elden, Sr. (AccAI), pp. 17, 35.
SWISHER, Sheril Lynn (AccAH Ab), p. 57.
SWISHER, Wesley John (AccAD), pp. 17, 34.
Sylvia Sturgess (Swartz) (AADCA CA-wife), p. 49.

T

TAYLOR, Barbara (Swisher) (AccAH A-wife), p. 57.
Ted Williams (AABFJ H), pp. 23, 44.
Teddy Paul Fleming (AGghB), pp. 20, 38.
Tellulah Gertrude Conner (Goodman) (ADdd), p. 18.
Thecla Borden (Hines) (ACCca b), p. 33.
Thebna Irene Swartz (Fontaine, Mcn) (AADCa), pp. 15, 31.
Theodore Hinrichs (AARJa-hus.), p. 13.
Theresa Lynn Bondy (AccAg Aa), p. 57.
Theresa Swartz Wiswall (AADCC aB), p. 50.
Thomas Swartz Wiswall (AADCC aB), p. 50.
Thomas Wasing (AADab Ce-hus.), p. 47.
THOMPSON, Gary Eugene (AABFG eB), p. 41.
THOMPSON, Horace Eugene (AABPG e-hus.), p. 41.
THOMPSON, Janet Lee (AABPG ea), p. 41.
THUNEN, Edward Clark (AADFe B), p. 31.
THUNEN, Edward George (AADFe-hus.), p. 30.
THUNEN, Ester Kinsell (AADFe C), p. 31.
THUNEN, Toni Virginia (Nielsen) (AADFe a), p. 31.
TIRBOTT, Carol (Swartz) (AADCA A-wife), p. 48.
Timothy Andrew White (AABF a AD), p. 44.
Timothy David Walker (AccAb CB), p. 57.
Todd Allen Walker (AccAg AC), p. 57.
Toni Virginia Thunen (Nielsen) (AADFe a), p. 31.
U

UttBAN, Christopher John (AABKd ab), p. 45.
UttBAN, Clement (AABKd a-hus.), p. 45.
UttBAN, Robert Joseph (AABKd aa), p. 45.

V

Vesta Swartz (ABCDe), p. 16.
Vinton G. McCloud, III (AABFb e-hus.), p. 21.
Viola Alice Kibler (Jackson) (AAbA), pp. 10, 17.
Viola Bly (Fleming) (AGgh), pp. 11, 20.
Viola H. Memler (Hildebrand) (AABAA C-wife), p. 46.
Virginia Amerie (Swartz) (AADCA B-wife), p. 49.
Virginia Cadwallar (Lohr) (ADPAA B-wife), p. 58.
Virginia Clayton Lamley (AAAs a), p. 32.
Virginia Long (Swartz) (AADCA A-wife), p. 49.
Virginia Moore (Walker) (ACCb C-wife), p. 56.
Virginia Ruth Walker (Lavelle) (ACCb d), pp. 34, 57.

W

WALKER, Alice Lorraine (ADPBB b), p. 58.
WALKER, Chester Arthur (ACCb CA), p. 57.
WALKER, Dana David, Jr. (ACCb C), pp. 34, 56.
WALKER, Dana David, Sr. (ACCb-hus.), p. 33.
WALKER, Doris Ann (ADPBB ba), p. 58.
WALKER, Emme Elizabeth (Bell) (ACCb b), pp. 34, 56.
WALKER, Harry Walter (ADPBB bB), p. 58.
WALKER, Herbert Walter (ADPBB b-hus.), p. 58.
WALKER, John Bernard, Jr. (ACCb AB), p. 56.
WALKER, John Bernard, Sr. (ACCb a), pp. 34, 56.
WALKER, Linda Kay (Johnson) (ACCb Aa), p. 56.
WALKER, Timothy David (ACCb CB), p. 57.
WALKER, Todd Allen (ACCb CC), p. 57.
WALKER, Virginia Ruth (Lavelle) (ACCb d), pp. 34, 57.
WALLACE, Edward Duncan (AABFl-hus.), p. 12.
WALLACE, Wayne Orndorff (AABFb CC), p. 39.
WANDA Culbertson (Hauser) (AADD B), p. 30.
WALTER, Dana Swartz (AABFD A), p. 31.
WALTER, Hugh Orndorff (AABFb CC), p. 39.
WALTER, Ilene (AAbA c-hus.), p. 20.
WALTER, Ross (AABKd b-hus.), p. 18.
WAHNEM, Sarah (Swarts) (AB-wife), p. 5.

WASHING, Thomas (AADab Ca-hus.), p. 47.

Wayne Grey Williams (ABFj II), pp. 23, 43.

Wayne Stuart Crausharn (ABFMD bb), p. 45.

WELLS, Brenda Lois (ABFPG db), p. 41.

WELLS, Diane Lynn (ABFPG dd), p. 41.

WELLS, Donna Kay (ABFPG dc), p. 41.

WELLS, Floyd Wilmer, Jr. (ABFPG de), p. 41.

WELLS, Floyd Wilmer, Sr. (ABFPG d-hus.), p. 41.

WELLS, Jo Ann (Elevine) (ABFPG dm), pp. 41, 59.

WEIGHTMAN, Charlene (Shrigley) (AABla a), p. 23.

WEIGHTMAN, Robert (AABla-hus.), p. 23.

WEIGHTMAN, Robert C. (AABla B), p. 23.

Wendy Allen Sawyer (AADab Cb), p. 19.

WESLEY, John Swisher (AccAD), pp. 17, 34.

WHITE, Andrew Ely (AABka-hus.), p. 25.

WHITE, Beth Lenora (AABka Ac), p. 44.

WHITE, Gregory Jean (AABka AB), p. 44.

WHITE, John Calvin, Jr. (AABka AA), p. 44.

WHITE, John Calvin, Sr. (AABka A), pp. 25, 44.

WHITE, Kathleen (Schmitt) (AABka b), pp. 25, 45.

WHITE, Timothy Andrew (AABka AD), p. 44.

WHITTINGTON, Alonsa Nashville (ABFh-hus.), p. 22.

WHITTINGTON, Beverly Alice (ABFh Da), p. 42.

WHITTINGTON, Evelyn (Roby) (ABFh a), p. 22.

WHITTINGTON, Joseph (ABFh B), p. 22.

WHITTINGTON, Murl Alonsa (ABFh D), pp. 22, 42.

WHITTINGTON, Stewart (ABFh E), p. 22.

WILBURN, Dysart (ABCeb D), p. 33.

WILKINS, Hannah (Kibler) (Acb), pp. 6, 10.

WILKINS, Henry (Ac-hus.), p. 6.

WILKINS, Susan (Swisher) (Acc), pp. 6, 10.


WILKINS, William Alton (AABla b-hus.), p. 32.


WILKINS, William Ager (AABFM b-hus.), p. 23.

WILKINS, William Alfred Sawyer, Jr. (AADab C), pp. 27, 47.

WILKINS, William Alfred Sawyer, Sr. (AADab-hus.), p. 27.

WILKINS, William Alfred Sawyer, III (AADab CC), p. 47.

WILKINS, William Alan Swarts (AADDa B), p. 29.


WILKINS, William Allin Swarts, Sr. (AADCA A), pp. 28, 48.

WILKINS, William Alton Wilkins (AABBa b-hus.), p. 32.

WILKINS, William Cecil Bly, Jr. (AGgFA B), p. 38.

WILKINS, William Cecil Bly, Sr. (AGgFA), pp. 20, 38.


WILKINS, William Dana Lavelle (AccAb dB), p. 57.

WILKINS, William David Kibble (ABFPG f-hus.), p. 41.
WISWALL, Benjamin Need (AADCC aE), p. 50.
WISWALL, John David (AADCC aC), p. 50.
WISWALL, Richard Hall, Jr. (AADCC a-hus.), p. 50.
WISWALL, Richard Hall, III (AADCC aD), p. 50.
WISWALL, Stephen Coggin (AADCC aA), p. 50.
WISWALL, Thomas Swartz (AADCC aH), p. 50.
WOLVESTON, Jeanne (Fleming) (AGghB-wife), p. 38.
WON, Joseph Lee (AADGa-hus.), p. 31.
WOOD, Suzanne Elizabeth (Williams) (AABFj D-wife), p. 43.

YOUNG, Lehman H. (AABFG e-hus.), p. 41.
YOUNGSHAW, Martha Elizabeth (English) (AABFe db), pp. 39, 59.
YOUNGSHAW, Mary Kathlynn (AABFe da), p. 39.
YOUNGSHAW, Michael (AABFe d-hus.), p. 39.
YOUTZ (ADqab-hus.), p. 18.
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There are a number of Mennonite Swartzes in Rockingham County. They may have settled there from further north when the Fairfax line was established, maintaining their Mennonite identity. These Swartzes trace their descent from Samuel Swartz (1779-1867), who married Barbara Geil, "History of the Descendants of J. Conrad Geil and His Son Jacob Geil, 1914, So. English, Iowa.

-.---. Samuel Swartz, who was a weaver by trade and owned a farm on Keam's Bottoms, located south of Mt. Jackson, often walked to Rockingham to attend worship. It is distinctly remembered by relatives now living that he wore a very broad-brimmed hat, had short knickerbocker pants, and wore long stockings that were secured above the knee with long brown garter bands. HAYLAND, JOHN W., A History of Shenandoah County, Virginia, 1927, Shenandoah Publishing House, Strasburg, p. 424.

J. Eldred Swartz, Mt. Jackson, Va., is the son of Charles Franklin Swartz, and the grandson of Silas Swartz (phone conversation, August 1, 1966).

A Silas Swartz is mentioned in Wengert (ibid.) as the grandson of Samuel Swartz, and the son of Christian Swartz.

The quote comprising the two paragraphs below is from a letter to the writer by Fred P. Painter, Woodstock, Va., dated September 13, 1966.

"As I promised I spent the evening with Mrs. Lucy Bellinger, daughter of Isaac Swartz. Following is her family. Her grandfather was Samuel Swartz (not the Samuel Swartz mentioned above) who died at age 60, near Lantz Mills, west of Edinburg, leaving following children: Rebecca, who married Joe Hottel, Sarah Ann, never married, Sophia who married a Kibler, Isaac, John, Larry, Harrison who moved to Ohio, Annanias, David, Eliza who married a Richard, Maria, Josiah and Sophia were twins. He died in infancy, she claims some relationship with the family of plasterers at Calvary.

"I then was able to see Miss Bessie and her sister Ruth on last Saturday. Their father was Lemuel, born Oct. 11, 1836, d. 1935. His father was Philip Peter Swartz, b. Dec. 16, 1817, d. Mar. 5, 1892, owned 400 acres farm 3 miles south of Strasburg on the river. What else they know is taken from the Hottel history, which gives Philip Peter's father an George, who married Elisabeth Hottel Apr. 14, 1801."
APPENDIX B

HISTORY OF THE SWARTZ CLOCK

See page two for family recollections of "Peter the Clockmaker" and the Swartz family clock. On July 18, 1967 Luther Edward Swartz (AADPG) informed the writer that the Swartz clock he knew as a child in the Miller house was presently owned by Miss Elizabeth R. Miller, Woodstock, Va. There is a slot in the ceiling of the old Miller house to accommodate the top of the clock.

1867 - Jacob Miller (AAA-hus.) bought clock at auction of Philip Swartz (AA) estate. A $5.00 clock is mentioned in the estate of Philip Swartz in the Shenandoah County Court House Records, Mill Book 13, p. 95.

1906 - Jacob Miller dies (outlives wife) and his son, Levi Funkhouser Miller (AAAЭ), inherits the clock.

1931 - Levi F. Miller dies without heirs. Clock is purchased at auction at Orinda, Va., by Harvey Miller (a distant relative, but not a descendant of Jacob Miller—no Swartz tie). Clock is remodeled at Winchester, Va., immediately after sale. Work was done by Boyd Medley (deceased), an antique finisher. Apparently fitted with metal (replacing wood) workings and a new dial face (without moon phases). Clock removed to Washington, D. C. by Harvey Miller.

1932 - Mention of the clock to Herman F. Swartz, Sr. (AADF) by Mrs. Rebecca Miller (Henkle) Funkhouser, see page two.

1946 - Clock taken to Strasburg, Va.

1952 - Harvey Miller dies and clock is inherited by his daughter Miss Elizabeth H. Miller. Presently the clock is located in her residence at 144 S. Muhlenburg St., Woodstock, Va.
APPENDIX C

EARLY SWARTZ FAMILY BIBLES

1. GEORGE MILLER BIBLE

"The late Mr. Thomas Newell, of Shenandoah county, informed the author that he was then a young man in 1764. His father's residence was about one mile from Miller's house, and hearing the firing he instantly took his rifle, and ran to see what it meant. When he arrived at the spot, he found Miller, his wife, and two children, mutilated in their blood, and still bleeding. He was the first person who arrived; and in a few minutes Bowman and several others joined him. From the scene of the murder they went to the house, and on the sill of the door lay a large folio German Bible, on which a fresh killed cat was thrown. On taking up the Bible it was discovered that fire had been placed in it; but after burning through a few leaves, the weight of that part of the book which lay uppermost, together with the weight of the cat, had so compressed the leaves as to extinguish the fire." This account appears in HANDHEAVEL, SAMUEL, A History of the Valley of Virginia, 1833, p. 33, and is related on a note glued inside the front cover of the Bible by Joel Swarta (AAD).

After the quote he writes "This was about the year 1760. I knew the author of this history personally & am a near relative of the Miller family. Very truly Joel Swartz. Harrisburg 9/30, 1880." George Miller was Joel Swartz's grandfather-in-law.

The present owner of the Bible is John Miller (great-great grandson?) of George Miller, Clary, Va. It was published at Tübingen, 1739, by Berliets Johann Georg Gotta. The present writer obtained a family record leaf from the Bible, July 19, 1967. Jacob and Rebecca Ann Swartz (AAD) Miller family information are recorded on it.

2. REGINA FUNKHOUSE SWARTZ (AA-wife) BIBLE

Donald Reed Swartz (AADCD B), Juniper Ridge, Shelburne, Vt. 05481 possesses a Bible dated at Germantown, December 3, 1769, Saur. A bookplate, numbered 612, records it as owned by William Faley Swartz (AADC). The following is inscribed in the Bible:

My Grandmother Funkhouse
My mother's & my own
Bible

March 7, 1870 Joel Swartz
3. JOEL SWARTZ (AAD) BIBLE

Mrs. Philip Allen Swartz (AADCA—wife) gave the present writer this Bible July 27, 1968. It was published at Hartford, 1867, by Case, Lockwood & Co. Inscribed in it is "A gift to Willie [William Paley Swartz (AADC)] on his 21st birthday. Dec. 24, 1879."

The George Swartz (AB) Bible is in the possession of Claudia May Jackson (Acbse) (Swartz) of Saumsville, Va. The Joseph Swartz, Sr. (AD) Bible is in the possession of Josephine Swartz Fuelle (ADPBd), 10194 64th Ave. N., Largo, Fla. 33542.
APPENDIX D

EARLY SWARTZ PROPERTIES

Various Shenandoah County Court House Records show that Peter Swartz owned lots 40, 45, 47, 60, 89, 140 and 153 in Woodstock, Va. For lot locations see map on p. 132 of MAYLAND, JOHN N., History of Shenandoah County, Virginia, 1927, Shenandoah Publishing House, Strasburg. Only lot 89 faces on Main Street (west side), between Locust and Foundry streets. It may have been the site of Peter’s clock shop. Jacob Fry, a somewhat later Woodstock clockmaker, owned lot 106, across the street at the south end of the block.

On a deed dated January 10th, 1855, in possession of present property owner, Leslie Lohr (AD3A B), Joseph Swartz (AD) and wife Sarah, legatees of John Swartz (A), sell property to their son-in-law Isaac Hoekman, husband of Catherine Swartz (ADb). The contract was testified by William Smith, January 26th, 1855. According to William P. Swartz (AADC) John Swartz, Sr. purchased this property in 1784. It is located near Saumsville, Stonewall Magistrate District, Shenandoah County, Va.

In the will of John Swartz, Sr., Shenandoah County Court House Records, Will Book k, pp. 278-80 property purchased from Jacob Grove is deeded to Philip (AA), property purchased from John Alsep is deeded to George (AB), and property purchased from Ulrick Feller is deeded to John, Jr. (AG). Joseph (AD) and Christian (AH) (after his mother’s death) are given portions of the original plantation.

On a deed in the possession of Mrs. Eldred Halsey, present owner of Philip Swartz (AA) property at Cottontown (now known as Lebanon Church), Davie Magistrate District, Shenandoah County, Va., the original owner was Allison, then Holmes. No Jacob Grove is mentioned prior to Swartz ownership. Philip Swartz sold the property, 199/2 acres, to William C. Meadley on March 1, 1853. Philip Swartz had moved to McGaheysville, Va. just prior to the Civil War. Upon his return to Cottontown he lived with his daughter’s, Rebecca Ann Swartz (Miller) (AAa) family till his death.